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Abracadabra
Dr. Frank Ticheli

(1958 - )
Unit 1: Composer
Dr. Frank Ticheli was born on January 21, 1958 in Monroe, Louisiana. He holds a bachelor of
music in composition from Southern Methodist University, and master's and doctoral degrees
from the University of Michigan. Currently, Ticheli serves as professor of composition at the
University of Southern California. Highly accomplished as a composer, Ticheli has written a
large catalogue of works not only for concert band, but also orchestral, choral, and chamber
ensemble offerings. His works have been performed by the Philadelphia Orchestra, Atlanta
Symphony, Detroit Symphony, Dallas Symphony, and numerous other professional, amateur,
and academic ensembles. Ticheli has been recipient of the Charles Ives Award and the Goddard
Lieberson Award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, the Walter Beeler Memorial
Prize, and has won first place in a myriad of compositional contests, including the Virginia
CBDNA Symposium for New Band Music. 1
Unit 2: Composition
Abracadabra was commissioned the Driscoll middle School Band of San Antonio, Texas, under
the direction of Richard Gonzalez. Composed in Sonata-Allegro form, at first glance, the piece
seems rather straightforward. However, a further investigation will reveal the complex nature
of this work. Approximately 5 minutes in length, it is classified as a Grade 3 piece by the
publisher.

The composer's program notes state:

Abracadabra was composed I the summer of 2004, and was orchestrated the following
November during a residency at the MacDowell Colony. The piece is dedicated to my
son, and is at once playful and serious, innocent and mischievous. A sense of mystery
pervades as the dark key of G minor is balanced by sudden shifts to bright and sunny
major keys. Throughout the composition I was thinking about magic, not in an evil
sense, but as a source of fun and fantasy. My wonderfully playful, sometimes
mischievous young son was always in the back of mind, as were images of Halloween
with its costumes and jack-o' -lanterns. As the piece nears its conclusion, the music
rushes toward what seems to be an explosive finish. But the woodwinds interrupt,
fanning out to a questioning whole-tone cluster. They are answered by a puff of sound,
a final disappearing act.

1

Manhattan Beach Music Online, "Frank Ticheli," accessed March 1, 2018,
http://www.manhattanbeachmusiconline.com/frank_ticheli/biolocal.html

In strictly musical terms, the piece is as clear an example of musical economy as
anything I've composed. Almost everything is derived from the opening bars of the main
theme. Indeed, virtually every note can be traced to the main melody or its
accompaniment. Because of this heightened sense of unity, I had to choose other ways
to achieve musical variety. The most important solution was through the sudden and
frequent shifts of mood, mode, and tonality. 2
Instrumentation is for full concert band and includes: Piccolo, Flute 1 & 2, Oboe 1 & 2, Clarinet
1, 2, & 3, Bass Clarinet, E-flat Contrabass Clarinet, Bassoon 1 & 2, Alto Saxophone 1 & 2, Tenor
Saxophone, Baritone Saxophone, Trumpet 1, 2, & 3, Horn 1 & 2, Trombone 1 & 2, Euphonium,
Tuba, Timpani, Xylophone, Triangle, Temple Blocks, Large Slapstick, Suspended Cymbal,
Vibraslap, Small Tom, Snare Drum, and Bass Drum. Ample cues are provided to afford for
typical young band instrumentation deficiencies.

Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Dr. Ticheli' s works are well reputed throughout the musical community. Other works well
suited for students at the playing level of Abracadabra include Amazing Grace, Cajun Folk
Songs, and Shenandoah. Portrait of o Clown, while less technically difficult, offers a similar
texture and instrumentation for listening research. It is easy to place Abracadabra within the
category of standard repertoire for the young band.
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Students will need to be well versed in playing in the variety of keys explored throughout the
piece, as well as the technical considerations taken when modulating through them. Scalar and
arpeggiated passages, especially in the clarinets are frequent and students should become
comfortable with these techniques. Young students should also be made comfortable with
upbeat entrances, as they are employed often throughout (see Figure 1).

Figure 1

Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Stylistically, students will be tasked with conveying the mischievous yet playful mood intended
by the composer. This can be accomplished through strict adherence to changes in dynamic
2

Ticheli, Frank. Abracadabra. Brooklyn, NY: Manhattan Beach Music, 2005.

levels and tempo, especially where these are sudden and abrupt. Forward momentum, driven
by eighth note rhythms should also always be at the front of mind. Observation of articulations
are also of the utmost importance; short and quick in the darker sections, while smooth and
legato during slurred passages.
Unit 6: Musical Elements

MELODY:
As Ticheli writes, "Almost everything is derived from the opening bars of the main theme.
3
Indeed, virtually every note can be traced to the main melody or its accompaniment." The
simplicity of a basic three note motif is evident throughout, although it is explored in multiple
tone centers, providing an element of challenge.

HARMONY:
Abracadabra is scored in the key signature of G minor throughout. However, multiple keys are
explored, including the relative B-flat major. Accidentals, as opposed to key signature changes,
are used during modulated passages. Keys explored include E-flat Major, C Major, F Major, Dflat Major, D minor, and G Major.

RHYTHM:
Abracadabra is written in common time. Rhythmic values employed consist predominantly of
whole, half, quarter, and eighth note sound and rest values. In mm. 28 and 70, piccolo, flute,
clarinet, and alto saxophone players will perform a sixteenth note scalar run. Sixteenth note
grace notes are also used sporadically, a potentially new concert for young musicians.
Additional potentially new information skills include upbeat entrances, as well as the
performance of hemiola. Unique rhythmic and timbral elements are featured through use of
temple blocks, vibraslap, and slapstick, in addition to the standard complement of percussion
instruments.
Unit 7: Form and Structure

Measure

Form

Musical Element

Other

Exposition

m.1-13

Introduction and
Theme 1

m. 14-16

Episode

3

G minor. Six measure
introduction by
clarinets, then tenor
saxophones (m. 4).
Clarinet 1 & 2
introduce Theme 1 in
measure 7, in fifths.
E-flat major. Melodic

Flutes on bell tones.
Triangle and
vibraslap to create
mischievous mood.

Syncopated staccato

Ticheli, Frank. Abracadabra. Brooklyn, NY: Manhattan Beach Music, 2005.

l

m.17-20

m. 21-40

m. 41-48

m. 49-56

m. 57-65

m. 66-74

material in flutes,
oboe, clarinet 2 & 3,
bassoon, and horn 1,
moving in contrary
motion.
Modulating Link
Three note pattern
based on Them 1
material in trumpets,
flute, and oboe
Theme 2 (+ Episode
B-flat Major.... c
1)
Major... B-flat Major.
Second theme is
introduced in upper
woodwinds and
trumpet 1, derived
from Theme 1
material. Mm. 25
begins episode in
clarinet 3, alto and
tenor saxes, but is
interrupted by mm.
28.
Development
Theme 1
G Minor. Repeat of
main theme (mm. 7),
with melody now in
alto saxes.
rd
Call and response
Minor 3 motive
eighth notes in
trumpets, horns, and
trombones (mm. 4952), with all sections
added at mm. 53.
Rising 3-note
Rising three note
patterns
pattern returns in
saxophones.
Episode + Theme 1

F Major, D-flat major,
E-flat major. Material
from episode and
Theme 1 are
combined,
developed, and

hits in low
woodwinds and
trombone.

Accompaniment
material, derived
from Theme 1
accompaniment
material in bassoon,
horn, and trombone.

Clarinets and
bassoon theme 1
accompaniment.

Development of 3
note pattern in flute,
clarinet 1 and 2.
(mm. 59)

m. 75-78

m. 79-97

m. 98-105

m. 106-113

m. 114-117

m. 118-135

m. 136-156

modulated.
(Brandenburg-esque)
Modulating link
Three note patterns
(eighth eighth
quarter) in flutes and
trumpets.
Theme 2
Repeat of theme 2
material (mm. 21-40)
Heavy ritardando.
Transition to
D minor, 8-flat major,
Recapitulation
G major, E-flat major.
Much slower. Theme
1 material in flutes,
oboes, trumpets,
clarinet 1 and 2, and
alto saxophones.
Recapitulation
Theme 1
G minor. Return to
quick tempo. Theme
1 material in clarinets
and tenor
saxophone.
rd
rd
Minor 3 motive
Alternating minor 3
motive, similar to
mm. 53, throughout
ensemble
Theme 2
G minor. Theme 2
material in flute, alto
sax 1, and trumpet 1.

Coda

Accelerando and
crescendo to end.
Bits of three note
motif and Theme 1
presented
throughout. Minor
rd
3 motif pyramids
mm. 150-153.
Woodwind tone
cluster under
fermata (mm. 154).
Resolution in

Hits on beat 4 and 1
in low woodwinds,
horns, and
trombones.
Repeat of theme 2
accompaniment
(mm. 21-40)

New chromatic
material presented in
flute 1.

Theme 2
accompaniment
material in
trombone, bassoon,
and euphonium

I

woodwinds to G
minor (mm. 155-156)

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Ticheli, Frank: Amazing Grace, Cajun Folk Songs, Fortress, Shenandoah, Simple Gifts: Four
Shaker Songs, Sun Dance
Recorded on Composers Collection: Frank Ticheli. North Texas Wind Symphony,
conducted by Eugene Migliaro Corporon. GIA WindWorks GIACD-680, 2006.
Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
Manhattan Beach Music Online, "Frank Ticheli," accessed March 1, 2018,
http://www.manhattanbeachmusiconline.com/frank_ticheli/biolocal.html
Ticheli, Frank. Abracadabra. Brooklyn, NY: Manhattan Beach Music, 2005.

Ancient Spells and Rituals
David Gorham

(1960 - )
Unit 1: Composer
David Gorham, a native of Hope, Arkansas is the composer of over 85 published works for wind
band, including Ancient Spells and Rituals. He earned his Bachelor's degree in Music Education
from the University of Arkansas in 1982, and followed it with a Master of Music Education
degree from the same institution in 1993. After beginning his teaching career as 8 th grade band
director in Van Buren, Arkansas, he made the move to Owasso High School, located in Owasso,
Oklahoma, where he spent the remainder of his 25 years in the classroom, retiring in 2014.
During his time at Owasso, Gorham's ensembles held the distinction of performing in many
prestigious venues, including the Midwest Band and Orchestra Clinic and appearing in the Rose
Bowl Parade five times. Mr. Gorham is also the recipient of numerous awards, including being
selected as the Oklahoma Bandmasters Association Director of the Year in 1997, the Section 6
recipient of the Outstanding Music Educator Awards by the National Federation of High Schools
in 2006, and the Oklahoma Music Educators Association Exemplary Teacher award in 2010. In
1999, he was selected by School Band and Orchestra Magazine as one of "50 Directors Who
Make a Difference."'

Unit 2: Composition

Ancient Spells and Rituals, composed in 2017, runs approximately 2 minutes in length, and is
catalogued as a Grade 2 piece by Wingert-Jones Publications. The composer includes the
following program notes:
"This work musically conjures up faint images of ominous, shadowy figures and dark,
mysterious rituals from ancient times in faraway lands. The mystical sounds of the wind
instruments are brewed together with ample portions of colorful and varied percussion
sounds to form a magical, musical potion that will cast a unique and appealing musical
spell." 2
Instrumentation includes flute, oboes, bassoon, clarinet in divisi, bass clarinet, alto, tenor, and
baritone saxophone, trumpet in divisi, horn, trombone in divisi, baritone, tuba and a full
percussion complement of timpani, vibraslap, ells, woodblock, snare drum, tambourine, crash
cymbals, triangle, and bass drum.

1

Palen Music Center, David Gorham, accessed March 6, 2018,
https://www.palenmusic.com/ pages/david-gorham

2

Gorham, David. Ancient Spells and Rituals. Exton, PA: Wingert Jones Publications, 2017.

The score also includes a lesson guide, which addresses National Standards for Arts Education,
key musical terms for teaching, and a reproducible student assessment.

Unit 3: Historical Perspective

David Gorham has written a plethora of pieces for young band. As an accomplished school band
director himself, he is able to use his experience to generate music which is both appealing to
young bands and offers opportunities for musical and technical growth to young musicians.
Other Gorham compositions of comparable technical demand include Fantasy on an Irish Air
and Huntington Ridge.
Unit 4: Technical Considerations

The notation of Ancient Spells and Rituals is deceivingly simplistic. Technical considerations
include students becoming comfortable playing in what is often sparsely orchestrated sections,
isolated by instrument group. Creating accurate harmonies, especially in the low brass section
will need to be addressed. Clarinets will also be required to cross the break often, adding a
technical challenge. Trumpets are instructed to use mutes at mm. 23.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Stylistically, dynamics will be of the utmost importance. Throughout much of the composition, a
piano dynamic is employed, and time should be spent developing an individual and ensemble
sound that is full and of good tone, while restricting dynamic energy. Crescendo/diminuendo
shaping is also utilized frequently, along withfp. Students should become comfortable playing
with a variety of articulation styles, including staccato and accent.
Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:

The simple melodic content of Ancient Spells and Rituals first appears in mm. 15 by clarinets.
Based around a Concert D minor harmonic scale, movement is mostly stepwise, with few
arpeggiated patterns occurring for contrast. This same melodic material is later passed through
multiple sections of the ensemble, one grouping at a time. A secondary melodic line, moving up
and down a scale pattern is presented at mm. 58, and is passed through the ensemble in a
similar fashion. At mm. 79, both melodic passages are heard simultaneously, a rare moment
when the entire ensemble is actively playing.
HARMONY:

Ancient Spells and Rituals is composed in concert d harmonic minor. Open interval harmonies,
as opposed to fully functioning chords, are used frequently, as is demonstrated by the open
fifth played by trombones in the very first measures. Orchestration often leads to a very thin
texture, and while the music is most certainly always tonal, there is not always evidence of
functional harmonic progression. Often, accompanying instruments are left to play in unisons
or octaves, lending to the mysterious quality of sound intended by the composer.

RHYTHM:
Simple triple meter is used throughout the composition. Rhythms values employed include
dotted half (often tied, to create six beat durations), half, quarter, and eighth note and rest
durations. Snare drummers also will find an eighth-sixteenth-sixteenth note pattern. While not
traditionally difficult rhythmically, students will need to become comfortable with playing in
opposing rhythmic structures from an ensemble standpoint. Accurate independent counting
and accountability to pulse is essential.

Unit 7: Form and Structure
Measure

Form

Musical Element

Other Events

mm.1-14

Introduction

Percussion
section
introduced, one
instrument at a
time throughout.

mm.15-23

Period A, Antecedent
Phrase

Ominous long tones
with swells in bassoon,
bass clarinet, horn, and
low brass, outlining
triads. Saxophone
section added to
texture in mm. 8.
Melodic material
presented in clarinet 1
& 2. Countermelody
introduced in alto sax
at mm.18.

mm. 23-26

Period A, Consequent
Phrase

mm. 27-30

mm. 31-34

Melody continues in
clarinet 1, but also now
in muted trumpet 1 &
2.

Melodic responsibility
extended to include
flute, oboe, and bells.

Transition

Scaffold entrances to
create harmonic
transition

Accompaniment
provided by
bassoon, bass
clarinet, baritone,
tuba, and
woodblock.
Accompaniment
in clarinet 2, bass
clarinet, tenor
and baritone sax,
horn, low brass,
and tambourine.
Countermelody in
contrasting
movement in
bassoon, bass
clarinet, baritone
saxophone,
baritone, and
tuba.
Introduction of
snare drum

mm. 35-42

Period 8, Antecedent
Phrase

Melody in flute, oboe,
and clarinets.

mm. 43-50

Period 8, Consequent
Phrase

mm. 51-58

Transition

mm. 59-68

Period A'

Melody continues in
flute, oboe, and
clarinets.
Countermelody, based
on original melodic
material, added in
muted trumpets and
bells.
Melodic material is
passed from trumpets
(now open), to clarinet
1/alto sax/horn, then
finally flute/oboe in 2
measure increments.
Melody from A section,
with slight variation,
repeated in flute, oboe,
clarinet 1, and bells

mm. 69-78

Transition

mm. 79-86

A+ 8 material
together

Spare instrumentation,
large periods of rest
Full ensemble plays.
"A" melodic material in
flute, oboe, clarinets,
and bells. "B" melodic
material in alto
saxophone and
trumpets.

Accompaniment
from bass
clarinet, tenor
and baritone
saxophone, horn,
and low brass.
Accompaniment
from bassoon,
bass clarinet,
saxophone
section, horn, and
low brass.

Countermelody
appears in
bassoon, alto
saxophone, tenor
saxophone,
trumpets, horn,
and baritone.
Harmonic
accompaniment
in bass clarinet,
baritone
saxophone, and
tuba.

Harmonic
accompaniment
in bassoon, tenor
and baritone
saxophones,
horns, low brass,
and timpani.
Snare drum

returns with
rhythmic motif.
mm. 87-96

Coda

First half of A melodic
material, in scaffolded
fashion through
clarinets/alto
saxophones, then
flutes, and finally
bassoon, bassoon, and
bass clarinet. Piece
ends with unison
staccato passages of
original motif
throughout ensemble.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Gorham, David. Fantasy on an Irish Air. Wingert Jones Publications (Grade 2)
Gorham, David. Huntington Ridge. Wingert Jones Publications (Grade 2)
Gorham, David. Southern Star. Wingert Jones Publications (Grade 4)

Unit 9: Additional References and Resources

C.l. Barnhouse, David Gorham, accessed March 6, 2018,
http://www.barnhouse.com/composers.php?id=314
Gorham, David. Ancient Spells and Rituals. Exton, PA: Wingert Jones Publications, 2017.
Palen Music Center, David Gorham, accessed March 6, 2018,
https://www.palenmusic.com/pages/david-gorham

Arabian Dances
Dr. Roland Barrett

(1955 - )
Unit 1: Composer
Dr. Roland Barrett, Director of the School of Music at the University of Oklahoma, is a nationally
recognized composer and arranger, with over two hundred published original works and
arrangements for symphonic band, chamber ensembles, and marching band. Hailing from
Nebraska City, Nebraska, Barrett earned a Bachelor of Music Education degree from Peru State
College in 1977. Additional degrees include a Master of Music Education and Doctorate in
Music Composition from the University of Oklahoma. He currently teaches 20th century topics,
including both undergraduate and graduate theory and composition. Additionally, his
responsibilities include serving as the primary arranger for the Pride of Oklahoma marching
1
band.

Barrett's compositions have been performed by numerous ensembles including the Dallas Wind
Symphony, performers at the Midwest Band & Orchestra Convention, ,and a multitude of
Honor Bands. His music has also been featured in media through National Public Radio and the
USA cable television network.
Unit 2: Composition
Arabian Dances is uniquely programmatic in nature. Instrumentation is standard, with divided
parts occurring in clarinet and trumpets, and is easily accessible for an advanced middle school
or developing high school ensemble. There are ample opportunities for multiple percussionists
to showcase their abilities, including a robust mallet and auxiliary percussion section.

The composer's program notes describe a scene where
After a long day's journey, the nomads set up camp for the evening. As the sun casts its
final searing rays on the desert landscape, a campfire roars to life and the celebration
begins. As the sky darkens, the festivities grow wilder and wilder until eventually, three
groups of revelers take turns dancing at the edge of the fire, each trying to outdo the
other. Finally, the entire tribe joins, dancing wildly for hours until the campfire dims and
2
morning grows here.

1

"Dr. Roland Barrett." Weitzenhoffer Family College of Fine Arts, School of Music, The
University of Oklahoma. Accessed February 22, 2018.
http://www.ou.edu/finearts/music/faculty-staff/roland-barrett.html.
2
Barrett, Roland. Arabian Dances. N.p.: Alfred, 2008.

This sequence of events is played out through dramatic mood, tempo, and key changes. Solo
opportunities exist in clarinet and flute, and all members of the ensemble are called upon to
expand their musical arsenal to include composed handclapping, augmenting the festive nature
of the piece.

Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Arabian Dances is composed around a modal system common in Arabic music. Two Phrygian
dominant scales (F and B-flat) are employed, giving the piece a spirit often associated with not
only Arabic and Middle Eastern music, but also that of India (raga), Egypt, and Eastern European
cultures. This modal composition is also frequently employed in Klezmer music, adding cultural
and historical significance to the opening clarinet solo.

Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Students will need to become proficient in playing in the Phrygian mode. Woodwind players
will want to take note of less traditional fingering patterns throughout. Within each motif and
scale section, articulations will include both slurred and tongued articulations, creating a
technical exercise for all wind instrumentalists. Percussionists will find a challenging list of
technical demands, including use of potentially new instruments such as rain stick. Mallet
players, providing harmonic support throughout the introduction, should be encouraged to be
sensitive to the timing of chord changes in respect to the clarinet soloist, who is open to
experiment with rubato and timing effects.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Careful attention should be paid to changes in melodic realization between the festive, abruptly
articulated outer sections, and the more legato interior. When ensemble wide unison quarter
notes appear, careful attention should be paid to ensure matched articulations. In respect to
the clapping patterns, time should be taken to ensure the composer's intent of a festive dance
scene are correctly interpreted. Use of dynamic shaping and phrasing should also be taken into
consideration when preparing this piece for performance, augmenting dramatic effect.
Unit 6: Musical Elements

MELODY:
The melodic content of Arabian Dances is based on two Phrygian dominant scales. Measures 1
- 51 are scored around F Phrygian dominant, which reappears in the final section, beginning at
measure 85. Opening timbre is rattle-like, with use of maracas, rain stick, and xylophone rolls,
accompanied by a warm, freely played clarinet solo in the Chalumeau register. As the tempo
quickly shifts in mm. 15, the tone becomes bright and raucous, where it remains for the
duration of the piece. The interior section (mm. 52-84) utilizes a 8-flat Phrygian dominant scale
and features a dark and brassy change in mood, accompanied by intricate handclapping
patterns throughout the ensemble.

HARMONY:
Much ofthe harmonic content is comprised of a perfect fifth interval derived from the Phrygian
dominant scales in use. This is demonstrated immediately, as the xylophone creates this
interval using a rolled technique in measure 1. As the piece progresses, the perfect fifth interval
harmonic structure begins to be replaced by the introduction of countermelodies, creating a
thick harmonic texture. In each transitional statement, short and accented quarter note
punches are realized in unisons and octaves throughout the full ensemble.

RHYTHM:
Scored in common time, the rhythmic demands of Arabian Dances are presented through
continuously accelerated tempos and use of syncopated rhythmic motifs. Dotted quarter noteeight note patterns are common, along with quick moving eighth note runs. Although the
introduction may be played in a style which is slow and free in time, the brisk nature of the
piece is initiated abruptly in measure 15. Rhythmic ostinatos in low voices are also introduced
at this point, requiring the use of accent on upbeats and ties across eighth note patterns.
The handclapping section, which begins in earnest at measure 52, will provide a great deal of
enjoyment for students, while also expanding their repertoire of rhythmic understanding. Here,
students will be asked to accurately clap a motif which is in direct contrast to the melodic lines
being played by opposite sections.

Unit 7: Form and Structure
Measure

Form

Musical Element

Other Events

m.1-14

Introduction

Soloist
responsibility
transferred to
flute in m. 13-14.

m.15

Transition

Ambient rattle sounds
in percussion (rain
stick, rolled perfect
fifths in mallets,
maracas).
Clarinet soloist in free,
rubato style.
Marcato quarter notes
on tonic and dominant

m. 16-19

A

Ostinato begins in
nd
bassoon, 2 clarinet,
baritone sax, baritone,
tuba, mallets, and
timpani between tonic
and dominant
Clarinet enters with
first melodic motif,
joined by oboe in m.

Sustained tonic in
horn and
trombone divisi

m. 20-27

Abrupt tempo
change to
"Spirited!"

On beat hand
claps begin in
Percussion. Low

24.
m. 28-35

B

Contrasting melody
introduced in Trumpet

1.

m. 36-39

m. 40-43

m. 44-51

A'

m. 52-55

Transition

m. 56-63

C

m. 64-65

Transition

m. 66-73

A"

Melodic responsibility
added to bassoon,
clarinet 1, and mallets
Melodic responsibility
added to oboe and
horn.
Reintroduction of
original melodic
material in flute,
clarinets, alto sax.
Key change- B-flat.
Hand clap Motif
introduced in flute,
oboe, clarinets, alto
sax, and trumpets.

New melodic material
introduced in bassoon,
bass clarinet, tenor sax,
baritone sax, horn,
trombone, baritone,
and tuba.
Hand claps continue in
upper woodwinds and
percussion.
Permutation of original
A melodic material in
alto sax and trumpets.

voice ostinato
continues.
Countermelody
introduced in
tenor sax and
baritone.

Countermelody in
oboe, trumpets,
and horn.

Hand claps
continue
throughout
ensemble.

Hand claps
continued, now in
flute, oboe,
bassoon,
clarinets, tenor
and baritone sax,
horns, and low
brass.

m. 74-75
m. 76-84

Transition
All/

m. 85-96

Coda

Slight variation on
original melodic
material, now in 8-flat
Phrygian dominant in
upper woodwinds.
Return to F Phrygian
dominant.
Recapitulation of
original melodic
material in flute,
clarinets, alto
saxophone, and mallets
(mm. 85-90) before
final melodic statement
is made.

Hand clap motif
to non-melodic
performers.

Countermelody in
oboe, trumpets,
and horn.
Ostinato from
original A section
returns in
bassoon, bass
clarinet, low
saxophones, and
low brass.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Hava Nagila. Ensemble Amarcard. compact disc.
Barrett, Roland:
Dream Variants. Alfred Publishing. 2012. (Grade 3)
Of Dark Lords and Ancient Kings. Wingert Jones Publishing. 1995. (Grade 3)
Structures. Alfred Publishing. 2011. (Grade 2)
McAuley, Brian. An Israeli Folk Song Suite. 2013.
Rimsky-Korsakov, Nikolai. Scheherazade. Seattle Symphony. Conducted by Gerard Schwarz.
2010, compact disc.
Wilds, Jack. Megiddo. FJH Music Company. 2014 (Grade 1.5)

Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
Barrett, Roland. Arabian Dances. N.p.: Alfred, 2008.
"Dr. Roland Barrett." Accessed February 23, 2018. http://www.ou.edu/finearts/music/facultystaff/roland-barrett.html.

Disney's Magic Kingdom
Arr. James Christensen

(b. 1935)
Unit 1: Arranger
James Christensen was born on August 27, 1935. He earned both Bachelor's and Master's
degrees from the University of Wisconsin in 1957 and 1963, respectively. After graduation, Mr.
Christensen was named director of the University of Wisconsin marching band, where he
remained for five years before accepting a position with Walt Disney Productions. During his
nearly four-decade tenure with the Walt Disney Company, Mr. Christensen held many positions
within the music department, including twelve years as music director for both Disney Land and
Walt Disney World. His arrangements can now be heard at Disney parks worldwide, in addition
to theme parks such as Hershey Park and Knott's Berry Farm. Mr. Christensen's conducting
credits include guest work with the Symphonic Orchestra of Houston, the Los Angeles Chamber
Orchestra, and the Hollywood Bowl Orchestra. As a composer and arranger, Christensen has
published over 400 works, including arrangements for the Boston Pops, several Super Bowls,
and the London Philharmonic. Mr. Christensen remains active as a trombone clinician for UMI1
Conn and as a member of the American Bandmasters Association.
Unit 2: Composition
Disney's Magic Kingdom is a medley featuring ride and attraction music from Walt Disney
World's Magic Kingdom. Selections include Mickey Mouse March, Baroque Hoedown, Yo Ho (A
Pirate's Life for Me), and It's a Small World. Instrumentation is standard for the young band,
including split parts for clarinets, alto saxophones, and trumpets. Performance time is
approximately 3 minutes and 15 seconds. The piece is graded as "easy" by publisher Hal
Leonard.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
As a long time employee and music director for Disney Parks, James Christensen holds an
intimate knowledge of the pivotal role of music within the guest experience. As a composer and
arranger for much of the music heard within the parks, his arrangements of these selections are
as close to authentic as possible, while being mindful of the technical capacities of the young
musicians they are intended for.
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Disney's Magic Kingdom provides young musicians with a chance to showcase their technical
abilities within a comfortable context. Instrument ranges are well within the acceptable
spectrum for middle school musicians. Most challenge will come from frequent changes in

1

"James Christensen." Kendor Music, Inc. Accessed April 15, 2018.
https://www.kendormusic.com/store/index.php?_a=viewCat&catld=236

meter, key, and tempo, including a fast paced cut time in Baroque Hoedown. Additionally, there
is an option for band members to sing, rather than play, the opening of It's A Small World.

Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Perhaps the greatest challenge associated with performing this piece for young students is
simply knowing what one's role is in the ensemble at any given moment. Because so much of
the piece is written in rhythmic unison, it may be difficult for middle school aged students to
decipher when they are a melodic voice from when they are providing harmonic support.
Careful listening and study of balance and blend is crucial. Additionally, as several very wellknown pieces are adapted and compiled into this arrangement, performing with a level of
maturity and attention to stylistic intention is critical to authentic stylistic interpretation.
Fortunately, recordings of the original source material are readily available and should be used
to guide learning.
Unit 6: Musical Elements

MELODY:
Disney's Magic Kingdom presents melodic material from each of the four featured theme park
selections. Each melody is clearly written and is authentic to the source material, and is often
doubled within multiple instrument groups to ensure it is both covered and prominently heard.
For instruments which provide divided parts, melodic responsibility is generally given to the
first part. The opening section of It's a Small World offers instrumentalists the opportunity to
sing the melody, with lyrics written in, in lieu of playing.

HARMONY:
Harmonically, Disney's Magic Kingdom is rather straightforward. The key does change within
each selection, however most of these modulations are static, offering a quick change without
the added challenge of traveling through keys to reach the next destination. The piece opens in
B-flat major (Mickey Mouse March), then modulates to E-flat major for Baroque Hoedown. Yo
Ho (A Pirate's Life for Me) is scored in F major, before returning to E-flat major for the opening
of It's a Small World. After the first appearance of the main them of It's a Small World, the key
returns to F major for the remainder of the piece. Harmonies are all functional, and are most
often presented in a blocked chord format throughout the supporting voices.

RHYTHM:
Rhythmically, Disney's Magic Kingdom provides diversity for young musicians. Multiple meters
are utilized, including compound duple, cut, and common. This presents a fine opportunity to
teach and reinforce the theory involved in each, and how pulse conceptually fits holistically.
Note durations range from eighth to whole, with a few sixteenth notes used ornamentally
within the upper woodwinds. Dotted rhythms are utilized in compound meter, a potentially
new concept for middle school level musicians. A caesura appears between Baroque Hoedown
and Yo Ho (A Pirate's Life For me).

TIMBRE & ORCHESTRATION:
Disney's Magic Kingdom utilizes a broad approach in orchestration, where melodies are
primarily played by a combination of flutes, and first parts of clarinets, alto saxophones, and
trumpets, while the rest of the ensemble provides harmonic support. When the desired effect
is a lighter texture, the harmonic support is taken away. Percussion scoring is relatively light,
and could likely be handled by a solo drum set player if necessary. An exception to this is the
use of the temple blocks to simulate the ticking clocks featured on the It's a Small World ride,
from which the song is derived.
Unit 7: Form and Structure

Measure

Form

Musical Element

mm.1-4

Introduction

mm. 5 - 13 (with
repeat)

A

B-flat Major, 6/8 meter.
Rhythmic unison across
ensemble, with
diatonic chords
establishing key and
mood.
Melody in flute, oboe,
clarinet 1, tenor
saxophone, trumpet 1,
and mallets.

Other Events

Mickey Mouse March

mm.14- 21

B

Melodic conversation
between low and high

Harmonic
support via
diatonic chords in
rhythmic unison
with melody
through, clarinets
2 & 3, alto
saxophone 2,
trumpet 2, horn,
trombone, and
baritone. A
simplified
downbeat
pattern is played
by bassoon, alto
clarinet, bass
clarinet, baritone
saxophone, and
tuba. Low
instruments also
feature phrasal
anacruses.

I

voices, before
resolution to low voice
and low range melodic
responsibility.
Repeat of A melodic
material and
responsibilities.

mm. 22-29

A'

mm. 30-33

Transition

Change to common
time. Melodic
conversation, by
measure, between
upper and lower voices.

Baroque Hoedown
mm. 34 - 41 (with
repeat)

A

mm. 42-49

B

Static modulation to Eflat major. Meter
changes to cut time,
with new tempo of half
note equal to 92-100+
bpm.Melody
presented in flutes,
clarinet 1, alto sax 1,
trumpet 1, and
xylophone.
Countermelody in
oboe, clarinet 2 & 3,
alto clarinet, tenor
saxophone, trombone,
and baritone.
Melody in flute, clarinet
1, alto saxophone 1,
and trumpet 1.

Repeat of A
harmonic
material and
responsibilities.
Accelerando and
diminuendo in
mm. 32-33, in
preparation for
next selection.

Harmonic
support provided
via diatonic
chords in
bassoon, bass
clarinE;t, alto
saxophone 2,
baritone
saxophone,
trumpet 2, horn,
tuba, and bells.

Harmonic
support in oboe,
bassoon, clarinet
2 & 3, alto and
bass clarinets,
alto saxophone 2,
tenor and
baritone
saxophones,
trumpet 2, horn,
trombone,
baritone, and
tuba.

mm.50-57

A'

Repetition of original
melodic material in
clarinet 1, alto
saxophone 1, and
trumpet 1.
Countermelody in flute,
oboe, and mallets.

mm. 58-61

Transition

Countermelodic
material from A'
presented alone by
flute, oboe, clarinet 1,
and trumpet 1.

Harmonic
support from
bassoon, clarinets
2 & 3, alto and
bass clarinets,
alto saxophone 2,
tenor and
baritone
saxophone,
trumpet 2, horn,
trombone,
baritone, and
tuba.
Harmonic
support from
bassoon, bass
clarinet, baritone
saxophone, and
tuba on staccato
downbeats. Tutti
quarter note hits
in measure 61
before Caesura.

Yo Ho (A Pirate's Life For Me)

mm. 62-65

Introduction

mm. 66-69

Theme A

mm. 70-73

Theme B

Melodic conversation
between upper and
lower voices mm. 62 63, before introduction
of main theme in mm.
64-65.
Melodic theme in flute,
oboe, clarinet 1,
trumpets, and
xylophone.

Second theme in flute,
oboe, clarinet 1,
trumpet 1, and
xylophone.

Harmonic
support provided
in rhythmic
unison with
melody
throughout rest
of ensemble.
Harmonic
support in
rhythmic unison
with melody in
clarinet 2 & 3,
bass clarinet, alto

mm. 74-77

Theme C

mm. 78-85

Theme A

mm. 86-89

Repeat of
introductory material

Third theme presented
by clarinet 2 & 3, alto
clarinet, tenor
saxophone, trombone
and baritone.
Repeat of A melodic
material and
responsibility.

saxophones,
trumpet 2, horns,
and tuba.
Sustained tones
on concert A
from alto clarinet,
tenor saxophone,
trombone, and
baritone.
Countermelody in
flute, oboe, and
clarinet 1.

Repeat of A
harmonic
material and
responsibility.

It's A Small World

mm. 90-91
mm. 92-99

mm.100-107

mm.108-115

Transition to new key (Concert A-flat major) and common meter.
A
Introduction of melodic
theme A in flute, oboe,
clarinets, alto clarinet,
alto saxophones, tenor
saxophone, trumpets,
horn, trombone,
baritone, and mallets,
with option to sing or
whistle in lieu of
playing.
A'
Key change to F major.
Melodic conversation
between low and high
voices within each
measure.
A"
Melodic responsibility
Harmonic
to aIto saxophone 1,
support in
trumpet 1, and mallets. rhythmic unison
with melody in
clarinet 2 & 3,
alto saxophone 2,

mm.116-119

Coda

Half note diatonic
chords throughout
upper voices to
authentic cadence.

tenor saxophone,
trumpet 2, horn,
and baritone.
Ornamented
countermelody in
flute, oboe, and
clarinet 1.
Low voices pulse
on quarter notes
on tonic of each
chord mm. 116 118. Fermata
whole note final
chord throughout
ensemble.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Sherman, Robert B.; It's A Small World
Bruns, George; Yo Ho (A Pirate's Life for Me}
Dodd, Jimmie; Mickey Mouse March
Recorded on Disney Classics. Various Performers. Walt Disney Records B00G9Y6U3W,
2013.
Arr. James Christensen; Disney's Movie Magic (Grade ME)

Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
"James Christensen." Kendor Music, Inc. Accessed April 15, 2018.
https://www .kendormusic.com/store/index.php?_a=viewCat&catld=236
Arr. Christen, James. Disney's Magic Kingdom. Milwaukee, WI: Hal Leonard Corporation. 1996.

Suite from Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them
(Featuring Hedwig's Theme, Main Titles, Newt's Friend, and End Titles)

James Newton Howard

(b. 1951)
Arr. Patrick Roszell

(b.1976)
Unit 1: Composer & Arranger

Film composer James Newton Howard was born on June 9, 1951. During his career, he has
composed for more than 120 films, including Defiance, The Hunger Games series, The Prince of
Tides, and My Best Friend's Wedding. His work has earned a Grammy Award, Emmy Award,
ASCAP's Henry Mancini Award, eight Academy Award nominations, and a Golden Globe
.
.
1
nomination.
Arranger Patrick Roszell, born in 1976, received a Bachelor of Music Education degree from
Jacksonville State University and a master's degree from Troy University in Alabama. Roszell has
studied composition and arrangement with Dr. William Jerryl Davis, Robert W. Smith, Ralph
Ford, and Dr. James Woodward. In addition to original compositions, he has completed
arrangements of numerous selections of popular music and film scores for young bands. His
arrangements and compositions, published through the Belwin Divison of the Alfred Publishing
company, have been performed at the Midwest Band and Orchestra Clinic. 2
Unit 2: Composition

Suite from Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them is a medley featuring four selections from
the film Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them. Selections include Hedwig's Theme, Main
Titles, Newt's Friend and End Titles. Instrumentation is standard for the advancing middle
school or young high school band, including split parts for clarinets, and trumpets. Performance
time is approximately 4 minutes and 15 seconds. The piece is graded at 2 ½ by Alfred
publishers.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective

Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them is the ninth installment in the Harry Potter film
franchise. The film was released in 2016. Composer James Newton Howard has led a lengthy
and decorated career as a film composer. Arranger Patrick Roszell has completed numerous
arrangements of film soundtracks for the young band, including The Lego Ninjago Movie and
Christmas Vacation.
1
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"Biography." James Newton Howard. Accessed May 5, 2018.
http://www.jamesnewtonhoward.com/bio/

"Patrick Roszell." Alfred Music. Accessed May 5, 2018.
http://www.alfredpub.com/Company/Authors/PatrickRoszell.aspx

Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Suite from Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them is scored within the standard playing range
of young musicians for all instruments. Technical challenges will include maintenance of
sustained drone tones in low voices, for which the arranger suggests staggered breathing where
personnel allows. Trills occur briefly in the clarinet parts at measure 24. Adherence to accented,
staccato, and marcato notes throughout is essential to maintaining the integrity of the rhythmic
writing. Additional notes to the conductor on this topic include instructions that,
" .... From m. 51 to the end, clarity and articulation will be important as to not overemphasize the accents too heavily to affect tempo. Staccato markings should be
interpreted as short with full tone, and not a biting or "dut" effect." 3

Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Stylistically, Suite from Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them will require student musicians
to explore playing with the intricacies involved in a film soundtrack. While thematic material is
clearly presented throughout, the supporting voices not only play harmonically, but also create
ambient and less clear sounds, augmenting the desired effect of a fantasy inspired mood.
Dynamics are of the utmost importance in realizing this effect, and honing in on blend and
balance within the ensemble is essential.
Unit 6: Musical Elements

MELODY:
Suite from Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them presents melodic material from four
featured musical selections. Each melody is clearly written and authentic to the original source
material. Measure 81- 88 provide a particular challenge where two contrasting melodic ideas
are realized simultaneously between groupings of flute, oboe, and mallets, and clarinets, tenor
sax, and horns. Balancing these ideas so that both are heard equally is paramount.

HARMONY:
Harmonically, Suite from Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them is presented entirely in the
key of B-flat Major. Harmonies tend to remain diatonic, although there are several instances
where students are playing in more of a sound cloud fashion. The use of drones is common
throughout, and students should be made aware of their supporting role within the ensemble.
Dynamic shaping within these moments is important in creating interest for the listener, as well
as properly supporting any overlying thematic material.

3

Howard, James Newton/Arr. Roszell, Patrick. Suite from Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them (Featuring Hedwig's Theme, Main Titles, Newt's Friend and End Titles). Alfred, 2017.

RHYTHM:
Suite from Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them offers a unique set of rhythmic challenges.
Mixed meters are utilized often. The opening ten measures are scored in ¾ time. Main Titles
transitions into a mixed meter section of alternating 5/8 and 7/8 measures, and is performed at
a brisk tempo. Groupings are of two eighth notes and three eighth notes in the 5/8, followed by
two-eighth two-eighth three-eighth in the 7/8 measures. The first note of each grouping in the
melodic lines is accented to assist with pulse establishment. Students playing the underlying
drone in this section should be made aware of the sub-beat breakdown in order to assist them
in re-articulation and pitch movement timing.

The piece returns to common time in measure 23, and transitions to a much slower tempo (68
bpm) to present Newt's Friend. End Titles remains in common time, however, the entire
ensemble is performing groupings of eighth note triplets throughout this selection, giving it
more of a 12/8 feel. Once again, attention to notated accents is essential. Measures 81- 88
feature thematic material performed by flutes, oboes, and mallets which is largely syncopated.
This must be played against a second set of thematic material in clarinets, tenor saxophone,
and horns which is not syncopated, providing an interesting rhythmic challenge to young
musicians. Measures 120-121 are presented in 5/4 time, although all instruments playing are
simply performing sustained pitches in each measure. Conducing in this section should reflect
the 2+3 beat structure presented in the score.

TIMBRE:
Suite from Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them seeks to emulate the use of incidental
music incorporated in the motion picture soundtrack. While the themes presented are clear,
there is also a hint of using music and sound for ambiance and environmental effect. For
instance, the use of an ostinato eighth note pattern moving in contrary motion within the
upper woodwind section, accompanied by wind chimes, in the opening bars creates a
mysterious backdrop in preparation for the theme to be presented by alto saxophone. Similar
presentations are composed throughout the piece. Use of tone clusters, dynamic swells, and
instrument specific techniques such as trills are also incorporated in order to achieve this goal.

Unit 7: Form and Structure

Measure

Form

Musical Element

Other Events

Hedwig's Theme
mm.1-10

A

Triple meter. Theme
presented by alto
saxophone and horns.

Upper
woodwinds and
mallets create a
sound cloud
effect through a
minor third
eighth note

l

I

I

ostinato. Tonic
drones from low
woodwinds,
baritone, and
tuba. Rolled
suspended
cymbal sustained
wind chime
playing to
increase effect.
Main Titles

mm.11-22

A

Mixed meter 5/8 + 7/8
alternating measures.
Thematic material
presented by flute,
oboe, clarinets, and
trumpet 1.

mm. 23-26

Transition

Sustained pitches from
clarinet section,
saxophone section, and
low brass.

A

Melody presented by
flutes.

Drones from
bassoon, bass
clarinet,
saxophone
section, horns,
and low brass.
Pulse hits in
trumpet 2 and
mallets.

Newt's Friend

mm. 27-36

mm. 37-44

A'

Melody transferred to
trumpet 1.

Harmonic
support, played in
whole notes from
bassoon,
clarinets, alto
saxophones.
Dynamic shaping
throughout to
create swells and
waves of sound.
Whole note
harmonic support
continues, now
presented by
bassoon, bass
clarinet,
saxophone

I

section, trumpet
2, horns, and low
brass.

mm.45-50

B

New melodic material
presented by flute and
clarinet 1.

Whole note
harmonic support
continues from
bassoon, clarinet
2, bass clarinet,
saxophone
section, horn, and
low brass.
Fermata in mm.
SO and
decrescendo to
piano dynamic.

End Titles
mm. 51-61

A

mm. 62-67

Transition

Sudden dynamic
change to forte.
Tempo increases
to "brightly," 134
bpm.
Tempo increase
to 154 bpm.

mm. 68- 76

A

mm. 77-80

A'

Rhythmic and accented
eighth note triplet
melodic pattern
presented throughout
entire ensemble.
Small melodic idea
presented by clarinets.
Thematic material in
alto saxophone and
horns. Countermelody
appears in flute, oboe,
and clarinet 1
beginning at measure
72.
Thematic material from
flute, oboe, clarinets,
alto saxophone, and
horns.

mm. 81-88

B

Contrasting melodies
presented by groupings

Staccato eighth
note-eighth rest
pattern played on
the beat by
bassoon, bass
clarinet, baritone
saxophone, and
tuba.
Introduction of
snare drum.

of flute/oboe/mallets
and clarinets/tenor
saxophone/horns.
New melodic material
presented by trumpets.

mm. 89-108

C

mm.109-114

D

Melodic material from
clarinet section.

mm.115-126

Coda

Bassoon, clarinets,
baritone saxophone,
baritone, and tuba
present measure-long
sustained pitches.

Counter-melodic
material
presented by
flute, oboe, and
clarinets. Quarter
note ostinato of
thirds presented
by alto
saxophone and
horns. Drones
from low
woodwinds and
low brass.
Staccato eighth
notes from
bassoon and bass
clarinet on beats
1 & 3 of each
measure.
Addition of alto
and tenor
saxophones, and
horns in mm.
120, also playing
measure-long
sustained pitches.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Howard, James Newton. Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them (Original Motion Picture
Soundtrack). Water Tower Music, 2016.
Arr. Roszell, Patrick. The Lego Ninjago Movie. Alfred Publishing, 2017. (Grade 2)
Roszell, Patrick. Cheaha Sketches. Alfred Publishing, 2014. (Grade 3)

Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
"Biography." James Newton Howard. Accessed May 5, 2018.
http://www.jamesnewtonhoward.com/bio/

Howard, James Newton/Arr. Roszell, Patrick. Suite from Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them {Featuring Hedwig's Theme, Main Titles, Newt's Friend and End Titles). Alfred,
2017.
"Patrick Roszell." Alfred Music. Accessed May 5, 2018.
http://www.a lfred pub.com/Company/Authors/PatrickRoszel l.aspx

Freedom City
Karl L. King

(1891 - 1971)
Arr. James Swearingen

(1947 - )
Unit 1: Composer
Karl L. King was born on February 21, 1891 in Paintersville, Ohio. After a family move to Canton,
OH, young Karl began formal music training on cornet, before later switching to baritone. As a
teenager, he received his first band performance experience with the Thayer Military Band of
Canton. In 1909, King began playing with bands in Columbus, OH and Danville, IL During this
time, he began composing marches. In 1910, he began a ten year stint as a circus musician,
performing in the bands of Robinson's Famous Circus, Yankee Robinson Circus, Sells Floto
Circus, and the Barnum and Bailey "Greatest Show on Earth," which he would eventually
become the leader of. It was during this time that he composed what has become one of his
most famous works, Barnum and Bailey's Favorite.
In 1920, having retired from his circus "trouping days," in order to set roots with his family, King
relocated to Fort Dodge, IA, taking leadership of the local municipal band and opening his own
publishing company, the K.L. King Music House. During his career, King gained national and
international recognition. His many honors include membership in the American Bandmasters
Association, for which he served as president in 1938, and later named an Honorary Life
President. Before passing away on March 31, 1971, he had composed at least 291 works,
1
including 185 marches, 22 overtures, 12 galops, and 29 waltzes.
Arranger James Swearingen was born on September 26, 1947. He has earned degrees from
Bowling Green State University and the Ohio State University. Mr. Swearingen is Professor
Emeritus at Capital University in Columbus, OH, where he joined the faculty in 1987. Prior to
this appointment, he spent eighteen years in public school classroom of Ohio. In addition to
working prolifically as a composer and arranger, he also maintains a busy schedule as a guest
conductor, adjudicator, and educational clinician. Having published nearly 600 works, including
113 commissioned pieces, he has written for a variety of forms, styles, and band ensembles. He
is a recipient of several ASCAP awards. In 2000, he was invited to join the American
Bandmasters Association. Other honors and awards have included the A. Austin Harding Award
of The American School Band Directors Association, the Community Music Educator Award
presented by the Columbus Symphony Orchestra,, the hall of Fame award presented by the
Ohio Chapter (Mu) of Phi Beta Mu, the OMEA Distinguished Service Award, and the Signature
Sinfonian Award by Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia.'

1
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King, Karl L./Arr. Swearingen, James. Freedom City. Oskaloosa, IA: C.L. Barnhouse Co., 2017.
Ibid

Unit 2: Composition
Freedom City was composed in 1963. This arrangement includes a dedication to Dr. Donald
McGinnis of The Ohio State University, in response to a letter uncovered (and included in the
score) which expresses King's desire to write a piece for McGinnis. A standard band
instrumentation is employed, including Flute/Piccolo, Oboe, Clarinet in 3 parts, Bass Clarinet,
Bassoon, Alto Saxophone in 2 parts, Tenor Saxophone, Baritone Saxophone, Trumpet in 3 parts,
Horn in 4 parts, Trombone in 3 parts, Euphonium, Tuba, and a percussion section of Bells,
Timpani, Snare Drum, Bass Drum, and Crash Cymbals. Performance time is approximately 2:16.
It is catalogued as a Grade 2 ½ piece by C.L. Barnhouse Publications.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Many of Karl King's published compositions included dedications to his friends, including
conductors of circus, municipal, and college and university bands. In 1963, publisher C.L.
Barnhouse Ill suggested King dedicate a march to Don McGinnis, director of bands at The Ohio
State University. King himself never got around to writing this piece. However, when a letter
regarding the matter, dated to 1963, was discovered, and with Dr. McGinnis's recent passing,
James Swearingen felt it appropriate to dedicate this arrangement of Freedom City to McGinnis.
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Freedom City includes many technical demands for young musicians. Students will need to be
proficient in playing in the keys of concert c-minor, the relative E-flat Major, and A-flat Major.
The trio section, in A-flat Major, will require clarinetists to use many alternate pinky fingerings,
although these are clearly noted on the part. The tuba part is provided with an optional octave
split in many sections, allowing for developing players to achieve playability in a more
comfortable range.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Students should become familiar with the intricacies involved with realizing marches in
different styles. This particular march is reminiscent of a mid-century circus march, and should
be performed as such. In order to more fully stylistically realize this piece, students should
become familiar with the standard march form, including strain repetition and trio modulation.
This will assure that, stylistically, performers are able to differentiate between strains as well as
add interest to repetition. Attention should be paid to careful adherence to marked
articulations, especially in contrasting marcato and legato sections. Low brass should be
encouraged to play fully, especially in sections where they provide a response to woodwind
melodic material.
Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:
Melodically, Freedom City makes use of a variety of keys and styles. When playing in the
introductory minor key, musicians with melodic responsibility should be familiar with the
harmonic and melodic variations on the key, as these scale alterations are used. Accidentals are
also used when secondary dominant harmonies are introduced. As the melodic responsibility is

passed through sections, it is important to make sure students know when their role changes
from primary to supportive. Careful attention should also be paid to changes in melodic
interpretation from short and accented to legato passages.

HARMONY:
Harmonically, Freedom City contains some complexities not often found in music at this grade
level. The piece begins inc minor, before quickly modulating to the relative E-flat Major. In
standard march fashion, a second modulation occurs for the Trio, to the subdominant key of Aflat Major. Although tonic and dominant harmonies are the most often used, King does
introduce chords built on mediant and leading tone, as well as composing with secondary
dominants frequently.

RHYTHM:
Freedom City is scored in cut time throughout. Tempo is that of a standard march, or slightly
faster, and remains consistent for the entirety of the piece. Most melodic content is based in
half and quarter notes, with eighth notes appearing in an ornamental nature. The eighth note is
used much more regularly in the supporting harmonic role most often filled by horns and
trombones. Syncopation is found frequently, in both melodic and supporting harmonic lines, an
idea which is supported by the complementary roles of the bass and snare drums. Students
should become comfortable with upbeat entrances, especially as they pertain to cut time. The
introductory measures include all wind parts playing in rhythmic unison, creating an attention
seizing statement.

Unit 7: Form and Structure

Measure

Form

Musical Element

mm.1-4

Introduction

Scored inc minor.
Rhythmic unison in
winds and snare drum.

mm. 5-21 (with
repeat)

Strain 1

Melody in
Flute/Piccolo, Trumpet
1, and Bells. Melodic
rhythm doubled with
harmonic support in
Clarinet section, Alto
Saxophones, and
Trumpet 2 & 3.

Other Events

Countermelody,
often echoing
melodic material,
presented in
Tenor
Saxophone,
Trombones, and
Euphonium.
Syncopated
harmonic support

f

mm. 22-38 (with
repeat)

Strain 2

E-flat Major. Melody
continues in
Flute/Piccolo and
Trumpet 1, as well as
Clarinet 2.

mm. 39-54

Trio Section 1

A-flat Major. Melody in
clarinet 1, Alto
Saxophone 1, Tenor
Saxophone,
Euphonium, and Bells.
Stylistically in sharp
contrast with front half
material - now legato.

mm. 55-66

Trio Section 2

Melody in
Flute/Piccolo, Clarinet 1
(in divisi) & 2, and
Trumpet 1. Return to
maracato articulated
style.

mm. 67-82

Trio Section 1
repeated

Melodic responsibility
remains the same as in
the first iteration, and
expands to include
rd
Flute/Piccolo, 3
clarinet, and Trumpet
Section.

played by low
woodwinds and
tuba, in
alternation with
horns.
Countermelody
and harmonic
support roles
remain the same,
with exception of
Clarinet 2, now
playing melody.
Block chord
harmonic support
provided by
Clarinets 2 & 3,
and Alto
Saxophone 2.
Rhythmic
harmonic
accompaniment
in low
woodwinds,
horns, Trombone
section, and
Tuba.
Trumpet 2 plays
hybrid of melodic
material and
harmonic
accompaniment.
Other harmonic
accompaniment
provided by
remainder of
wind ensemble.
Harmonic
accompaniment
provided by
Clarinet 2, Bass
Clarinet, Bassoon,
Alto Saxophone
2, Baritone
Saxophone, horn

mm. 83-94

Trio Section 2
repeated

Melody in
Flute/Piccolo, Clarinet 1
(in divisi) & 2, and
Trumpet 1. Return to
maracato articulated
style.

mm. 95-110

Trio Section 1
repeated for final
time

Final statement of Trio
melodic material, with
melodic and harmonic
responsibilities
remaining the same as
in first repeated
section.

section, and tuba.
Trumpet 2 plays
hybrid of melodic
material and
harmonic
accompaniment.
Other harmonic
accompaniment
provided by
remainder of
wind ensemble.
Final measures
includes "stinger"
ending with full
ensemble playing
tonic chord.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
King, Karl L.; Arr. Bainum: Barnum and Bailey's Favorite
King, Karl L.; Arr. Painter: Hosts af Freedom
Recorded on Teaching Music Through Performing Marches. North Texas Wind
Symphony, conducted by Eugene Migliaro Corporon. GIA WindWorks GIACD-680, 2006.
King, Karl L.; Arr. Swearingen: Coast Guards March, Imperial March, Torch of Liberty
Unit 9: Additional References and Resources

C.L. Barnhouse, James Swearingen, accessed March 8, 2018,
http://www.barnhouse.com/composers.php?id=183
King, Karl L./Arr. Swearingen, James. Freedom City. Oskaloosa, IA: C.L. Barnhouse Co., 2017.

An Israeli Folk Song Suite
Arr. Brian McAuley
Unit 1: Composer
Brian McAuley is a native of Montreal, Quebec, Canada. He began his teaching career as an
elementary classroom teacher, however, he soon decided that teaching music was his desired
career path. Holding both bachelor's and master's degrees in music education, he has taught
music at all levels including elementary classroom music, as well as middle and high school
choral and instrumental music. Now retired from the classroom, Brian maintains his connection
to school music through composing and arranging for ensembles at beginning and intermediate
1
levels.
Unit 2: Composition
An Israeli Folk Song Suite features adaptations and arrangements of three traditional Israeli folk
songs - Nigun Atik, Ma Navu, and Sevivon, Sov, Sov, Sov. Mr. McAuley's program notes state:

Israeli folk music is a rich blend of many influences and styles, a reflection of the diverse
cultures from which her immigrants have come over the centuries - Eastern and
Western Europe, North Africa as well as the other Arab countries in the region. This is
reflected in the rhythms, melodies and instruments used in their songs and dances. I
have tried to incorporate many of these elements into this arrangement. 2
The piece is graded as a "medium" by the composer, who has self-published the work.
Performance time is approximately 5:45.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
The folk songs explored in this compilation are indicative of the rich folk song history and
culture of Israel. Nigun Atik, or "Ancient melody," is a traditional circle wedding dance, which
allows for a newlywed couple to receive the blessings of their family and community. Ma Navu,
a musical setting of Yeshayahu (Isaiah) 52:7,
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"How pleasant on the mountains are the feet of the messengers of good tidings
Proclaiming peace, proclaiming good, proclaiming salvation; saying to Zion, your God
reigns."

1nBrian McAuley." J. W. Pepper and Son, Inc. Accessed March 17, 2018.
https ://www .jwpepper.com/myscore/madmusic41
2
McAuley, Brian. An Israeli Folk Suite. Calgary, Alberta, Canada. 2013.
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Sevivon, Sov, Sov, Sov is a traditional Hanukkah dreidel song, sung in Hebrew. The title, which
also appears in the lyrics repeatedly, translates to "Dreidel, spin, spin, spin." This piece is very
rhythmic and fast paced, creating the aural illusion of spinning at an ever-increasing speed. It
provides an excellent climatic finish for the medley.

Unit 4: Technical Considerations
An Israeli Folk Song Suite is scored for a typical mid-level academic ensemble. All standard
instruments are included, with divided parts in clarinet and trumpet. Additionally, there is a
part provided for Contra Bass, which can be handled by bass guitar. The percussion section,
scored on three parts, calls for the use of bongos, finger cymbals, and floor tom, in addition to
the standard compliment of rhythm instruments. All parts are carefully written to not exceed
the typical range of advanced middle school or emerging high school players.
An Israeli Folk Song Suite requires students to become familiar with playing in the Phrygian
mode. There are two distinct and challenging clarinet solos presented, the first as the opening
statement accompanied by drones in the low winds and a complex percussion ostinato, and the
second as an interlude between the second and third folk songs. A range of a tempos are
explored, and while note durations never becomes shorter than the sixteenth note, the final
folk song does require students to play these sixteenth notes rather quickly, providing ample
technical challenges for emerging young musicians.

Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Students will need to become familiar with the stylistic demands of playing folk music from this
geographical region. Careful attention should be paid to marked articulations and phrasal
markings in order to ensure stylistic interpretation is as authentic as possible. Listening
opportunities for the original folk song source material will prove useful in providing
interpretive understanding to students, especially in passages where a rubato style should be
employed. A rudimentary study of Klezmer music could also be beneficial.

Unit 6: Musical Elements

MELODY: An Israeli Folk Song Suite draws all melodic material from the three Israeli folksongs
adapted for the arrangement (Nigun Atik, Ma Navu, and Sevivon, Sov, Sov, Sov.) Melodic
responsibility is fairly evenly distributed throughout ensemble sections for the entirety of the
piece. An exception to this would be the two featured clarinet solos, which occur in the opening
statement, and again transition between Ma Navu and Sevivon, Sov, Sov, Sov.

HARMONY: The piece opens with Nigun Atik in D major Phrygian mode. Measures 48 - 51 are
used to modulate into C minor for the Ma Navu section, which features lush diatonic harmonies
created by upper woodwind arpeggiations. A solo clarinet interlude presented in measures 72 -

75 serves to establish a change in tonality to F minor, in which the final folk song, Sevivon, Sov,
Sov, Sov is harmonized, often including raised sixth (harmonic minor) alterations.

RHYTHM: Rhythmically, An Israeli Folk Song Suite is challenging for the young band. Both simple
duple and quadruple meters are utilized. Syncopation is used heavily, and upbeat entrances are
common. Part independence is stressed, especially in the Ma Navu section, where woodwinds
will be required to stagger entrances in order to create a woven arpeggiated texture. A wide
range of tempos are called for, including numerous opportunities for soloists to play with a
rubato interpretation. A prolonged accelerando throughout Sevivon, Sov, Sov, Sov leads to a
dramatic finale at a nearly chaotic tempo.

Unit 7: Form and Structure
Measure

Form

Musical Element

Other Events

mm.1-4

Introduction

Four beat staggered dronelike entrances on concert D
through bass clarinet,
bassoon, and tuba.

Introduction of
rhythmic ostinato
in Bongos,
tambourine, and
finger cymbals.

mm. 5-12

Nagun Atik

Clarinet soloist introduces
melodic material in D Major
Phrygian mode.

mm.13-20

A

Tutti Clarinet 1 section and
alto saxes join clarinet
soloist in melodic
conversation with flutes.

mm. 21-28

B

Full ensemble now playing.
Oboe, clarinet 2, and
trumpets join melodic
conversation.

Drones continue
in low voices,
with Contrabass,
baritone sax,
trombone, and
euphonium
added. Rhythmic
ostinato
continues in
percussion.
Melodic ostinato
in bass clarinet,
tuba, and
contrabass.
Countermelody
from tenor sax
and horns.
Trombone and
euphonium join
countermelody.

mm. 29-36

C

New melodic material
presented by alto sax and
trumpet 1.

mm. 37-47

D

Melody continues in
trumpet and alto sax, with
addition of baritone and
clarinet 2.

E (Transition to Ma

Melody in flute, oboe and
clarinet 1.

mm. 48-51

Navu)

mm. 52-59

F

Melody introduced in flute,
then addition of oboe,
clarinet 1, alto sax, and bells
(mm. 56)

mm. 60-71

G

Melody in alto sax and
trumpets

mm. 72-75

H

mm. 76-87

I (Sevivon, Sov, Sov,
Sov)

Meter change to simple
duple. Key change to
Concert f minor. Clarinet
solo in free time, Klezmer
style.
Melody in tenor sax, horn,
trombone, and baritone.

Cou ntermelody
in flute, oboe,
clarinet 1. Molto
ritardando and
diminuendo mm.
45-47 to fermata.
Introduction of
arpeggiated
harmonic
material from
clarinet 2 and
tenor saxophone.
Arpeggiated
countermelody
(mm. 56) clarinet
2 and tenor sax
Arpeggiated
countermelody
staggered
entrances
between clarinet
2, clarinet 1, and
flute.

Harmonic
support provided
by bass clarinet,
bassoon, and
tuba on
downbeats, and
clarinets and
horns on
upbeats.

mm. 88-95

J

Melody in flute

mm. 96-103

K

mm.104-113

L

mm.114-125

M

mm.126-133

N

Melody in clarinets and alto
saxophones
Melody in clarinet 1, alto
saxophone, and trumpets
Transitional material.
Quarter note pulses in
preparation for molto
accelerando
Melody in flute, oboe,
clarinets, alto saxophones,
and trumpets

mm.134-137

0

mm.137-147

Coda

Melody passed by measure
through flute/oboe/clarinet
1, clarinet 2/alto saxophone,
trumpets, tenor
saxophones/horn/trombone,
and bass clarinet, baritone
saxophone, bassoon,
baritone, and tuba.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Ma Navu, Traditional Israeli Folk Song
Nigun Atik, Traditional Israeli Folk Song
Sevivon, Sov, Sov, Sov, Traditional Israeli Folk Song
Del Borgo, Elliot. Israeli Triptych. C. Alan Publications. 2013 (Grade 4)
McAuley, Brian
Israeli Folk Suite No. 2, 2017
Irish Folk Suite No. 1,

Upbeat hits
continue in
clarinets.

Cou ntermelody
through flutes

Harmonic
support in block
chords through
tenor saxophone,
horn, trombone,
and baritone.

Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
Brian McAuley." J. W. Pepper and Son, Inc. Accessed March 17, 2018.
https ://www.jwpepper.com/myscore/madmusic41
McAuley, Brian. An Israeli Folk Suite. Calgary, Alberta, Canada. 2013.

Magical Hats and Happenings
Joshua V. Hinkel

(1978 - )
Unit 1: Composer

Joshua V. Hinkel of Lexington, South Carolina, was born 1978. He earned his B.M. Music
Education from the University of South Carolina, and M. Ed. Secondary Education from Coastal
Carolina University. Currently, Hinkel serves as Associate director of Bands at River Bluff High
School in Lexington. Highly sought after as a composer, arranger, and conductor, Mr. Hinkel' s
compositions have been performed at the Kennedy Center, Midwest Clinic, and by ensembles
1
in DCI, WGI, and BOA.
Unit 2: Composition
Magical Hats and Happenings was composed in 2011 in response to a commission by the R.H.
Rollings Middle School of the Arts Band. Programmatic in nature, the composer notes that the
piece "depicts a far-away mystical land where broomsticks abound and potions are brewed.
Peek around any corner and you will find a wide variety of magical mayhem. A journey has
2
begun and all sections of the band are invited." Hinkel employs the use of unique percussion
writing {Flexatone, siren whistle, slide whistle), and instrumental techniques to bring this
depiction to life.

The piece requires a standard mid-level band instrumentation, as follows: Flute/Oboe, Clarinet
1 & 2, Bass Clarinet, Alto Saxophone 1 & 2, Tenor Saxophone, Baritone Saxophone, Trumpet 1 &
2, Horn, Trombone/Baritone/Bassoon, Tuba, and Bells. A large percussion section, comprised of
Snare Drum, Bass Drum, Flexatone, Siren Whistle, Ratchet, Crash Cymbals, Tambourine, Slide
Whistle, and Timpani is also included and maximizes the special effects composed throughout.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
In addition to writing and arranging music, composer Joshua V. Hinkel currently serves as a
public school educator. This experience allows for writing that addresses the unique needs of
young academic ensembles, as is evidenced in his other compositions, such as Zipline and
Kingdom Adventures, both for young band. The subject matter of the awe and wonder of magic
is one that is frequently used by composers for this age group, such as Frank Ticheli's
Abracadabra.
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
While most students will be proficient in playing in Concert F, an extended array of techniques
will be required in all sections. Percussionists will be asked to use less traditional instruments
1

Joshua V. Hinkel, accessed February 26, 2018, https://www.joshuavhinkel.com/bio

2

Hinkel, Joshua V. Magical Hats and Happenings. Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Music Publishing, 2011.

such as Flexatone, siren whistle, and ratchet in order to create a magical effect. All wind
instrumentalists are tasked with exploring chromatic passages. Woodwind writing incorporates
trills. Additionally, trombonists will have the opportunity to display glissando technique often.

Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Magical Hats and Happenings incorporates a diverse range of dynamics, including crescendodiminuendo swells. Articulations include slurs, staccato and many accents, all of which are used
to augment the magical mood intended to be conveyed by the composer.
Unit 6: Musical Elements

MELODY:
The melodic content of Magical Hats and Happenings is based largely upon stepwise and scalar
movement, reinforcing basic technical skills in young musicians. Additionally, chromatic
movement is briefly introduced, providing a new technical challenge. Melodic elements are
often repetitive in nature, and passed through the ensemble in order to spotlight the abilities of
each section. Unique effects, such as trombone glissandos add to the magical mood of the
melody.

HARMONY:
The piece is composed in the key of F throughout. Accidentals are used to create a hint of
chromaticism, as exemplified in measures 29 and 30 in the woodwinds.

Harmonic structure is based on a typical 1-V-I progression, with non-harmonic accidental tones
added to increase the composer's intention of a mystical mood.

RHYTHM:
Rhythm is simplistic, comprised of only eighth, quarter, and half notes. Little syncopation is
employed. Students may explore and determine how simple rhythmic motifs, such as eighth
note-eighth rest can be performed and interpreted to convey a desired style.

3

Hinkel, Joshua V. Magical Hats and Happenings - mm. 29. Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Music
Publishing, 2011.

Unit 7: Form and Structure

Measure
m.1-4

Form
Introduction

m. 5-8
m. 9-12

m.13-20

A

m. 21-24

B

m. 25-31

m. 32-39

m. 40-47
m. 48-55

A

Musical Element
Eighth note stepwise
rhythmic motif
introduced in
clarinets in divisi.
Flutes added to
eighth note motif
Dominant unison hits
on beats 1 and 3 in
flute, clarinet, alto
sax, trumpets and
horns, followed by
chromatic step up
then down passage,
including trombone
gliss.
Melody introduced in
flute, clarinet,
trumpets, and bells

Other Events
Introduction of
Flexatone and
ratchet.

Introduction of siren
whistle.

Eighth note motif
transferred to alto
saxophones and
horns

Rhythmic pattern
introduced on
Concert F in low
woodwinds and brass
Eighth note scalar
melodic patterns
introduced in call and
response between
flute, clarinet, and
bells, and low brass
in 2 measure
segments.
Repeat of section A

Blending of A and B
sections
Repeat of
introduction material

Eighth note stepwise
motif in alto
saxophones and
horns.

m. 56-63

Coda

Eighth note
chromatic motifs
beginning on
dominant, leading to
perfect authentic
cadence.

Siren whistles ends
piece.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Hinkel, Joshua V. Kingdom Adventures. Alfred Publications (Grade 1)
Hinkel, Joshua V. Galactic Mission. C. Alan Publications (Grade 2.5)
Hinkel, Joshua V. Imaginations. C. Alan Publications (Grade 4)

Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
Joshua V. Hinkel, accessed February 26, 2018, https://www.joshuavhinkel.com/bio
Hinkel, Joshua V. Magical Hats and Happenings. Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Music Publishing, 2011.

Sleigh Ride
Leroy Anderson

(1908 - 1975)
Arr. James D. Ployhar

(1927 - 2007)
Unit 1: Composer
Leroy Anderson was born on June 29, 1908 in Cambridge, Massachusetts. He began his musical
study at the age of 5, studying piano under the tutelage of his mother, Anna, before officially
entering study with Floyd Bigelow, Dean of the New England Conservatory of Music at the age
of 11. It was here that Anderson wrote his first composition, a minuet for string quartet, at the
age of 12. He would continue to expand his instrumental studies to include trombone and
double bass in his teenage years. Leroy went on to study music at Harvard University, where he
earned a B.A. in 1929, and his M.A., Music in 1930, as well as completing work towards a Ph.D.
in German and Scandinavian languages. It was during this time that his prolific compositional
career began.
Many of Anderson's compositions and arrangements were written for and premiered by The
Boston Pops Orchestra, and he often conducted these premieres himself. The majority of his
works can be classified as "light orchestral," or "orchestra miniatures," although he did write
several compositions for piano, as well scoring a musical, Goldilocks, in 1958. Celebrated works
include Blue Tongo, which earned a gold record in 1952, Jazz Pizzicato, Irish Suite, and The
Syncopated Clock. Among the many honors bestowed upon Anderson are the receipt of a star
on the Hollywood Walk of Fame in 1976, induction into the Songwriter's Hall of Fame in 1988,
and the naming of Harvard University's band headquarters as "Anderson Band Center," in 1995.
He was a member of Phi Beta Kappa, a member of the Board of Directors of ASCAP, and
received the Goldman Citation from the American Bandmasters Association in 1966. Leroy
1
Anderson passed away on May 18, 1975 in Woodbury, Connecticut.
Arranger James D. Ployhar was born on September 22, 1926. A graduate of Valley City State
University in North Dakota, Ployhar devoted much of his life to public education, including
nineteen years of teaching, and a plethora of experience as a guest composer and conductor
for young bands. In addition to his many arrangements of wind literature, his compositional
credits for young musicians include Cool Blues for Trumpets, Crazy Clock, and Korean Folk Song
Medley. As a music educator, he authored The Contemporary Band Course. Ployhar died on
2
January 2, 2007.

1

2

"Biography." Leroy Anderson: American Composer of Light Concert Music. Accessed April 11,
2018. http://www.leroyanderson.com/biography.php
"James Ployhar." Alfred Music. Accessed April 11, 2018.
http://www.alfredpub.com/Company/Authors/James%20Ployhar.aspx

Unit 2: Composition
Sleigh Ride is perhaps one of Leroy Anderson's most well-known orchestral compositions.
Composition began in the summer of 1946 during a stay in Woodbury, CT, and was completed
in February 1948 in New York City. The Boston Pops Orchestra premiered the piece in May
1948, and by December, it was receiving regular play in department stores worldwide. Ployhar's
arrangement calls for a standard academic band instrumentation, with the suggestion of
cornets in lieu of trumpets. The piece, in rondo form, is scored in cut time throughout and
features a brief key change in the interior section.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Although the vast majority of Leroy Anderson's catalogue was composed for orchestra, many
pieces have since been arranged for the wind band medium. Additionally, Sleigh Ride has been
adapted countless times, including several arrangements in the rock/popular music style, often
featuring lyrics, which were provided by Mitchell Parish in 1950. Popular recordings beyond
those of the Boston Pops include those by the Andrews Sisters (the first to feature vocals),
Johnny Mathis, and Air Supply.
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Sleigh Ride provides a good deal of technical challenge for young bands. The "B" section, which
offers a brief modulation, requires the use of alternate and chromatic fingerings throughout the
woodwind section. Additionally, these students will be required to explore new trill fingerings
in the second iteration of the "A" section. While most of the arrangement features writing
within the standard range for young instrumentalists, the Cornet 1 part will require students to
achieve a high G, which can prove challenging for students who are still developing consistency
in higher registers.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Stylistically, this arrangement of Sleigh Ride, provides much to be considered. The general
interpretation of style should be quick and light, as is evidenced by the meter and frequent use
of staccato. While legato passages do occur, they should still be interpreted in such a way that
moves the music forward, as if gliding. Melodic phrasing nearly exclusively begins on the
upbeat, augmenting a stylistic feeling of being in a rush or left behind.

The role of the percussion section is critical, with sleigh bells setting and maintaining a
consistent pulse. The use of temple blocks and whip crack to imitate the trotting of a horse is
enchanting. Cornet players will be required to quickly switch in and out of muted passages and
change roles from melodic to harmonic support frequently. Additionally, the Cornet 1 horse
whinny featured in the coda is of the utmost stylistic importance. Careful attention should be
given to dynamic changes, as they serve to both create and stall forward momentum where
indicated.

Unit 6: Musical Elements

MELODY:
Sleigh Ride features three prominent melodic ideas. The first, Section A, features an eight bar
period which repeats. It is initially played by upper woodwinds, then by a combination of
cornets and alto saxophones in its second appearance. Section B features a thicker melodic
texture, with the addition of alto saxophones to the upper woodwinds. This melodic idea is
paired rhythmically with the use of temple blocks to create an image of a trotting horse. Section
C features the most diversity in assigning melodic responsibility, as well as change in timbre, as
a chordal repeated quarter note motif is realized across much of the ensemble, along with the
continued use of temple blocks, and alternates with a second melodic motif played only by
clarinets and alto saxophones. In rondo form, all but section C is repeated, with an introduction
and coda enveloping the piece.

HARMONY:
Harmonically, Sleigh Ride features two named keys, with an additional brief modulation. The
piece begins in Concert A-flat major, and the introduction and all iterations of the A section are
scored here. The B section briefly modulates through C Major, and then B-flat Major prior to
returning to the original key. The entirety of section C is written in F major. Throughout,
harmonic support is realized through use of blocked diatonic chords in non-melodic voices. The
final measure, ironically, features all playing sections (flutes and oboes are excluded), playing a
unison concert A-flat, sans harmony.

RHYTHM:
Sleigh Ride is scored in cut time throughout. Tempo is marked as Allegro Moderate, with half
note being equal to 108 bpm, and remains steady throughout. Note durations range from
eighth note through whole note, with eighth note triplets also being featured. Melodic
entrances occur nearly exclusively on upbeats, and syncopation is featured prominently
throughout, giving the piece a sense of chase. The steady quarter note ostinato provided by
sleigh bells, as well as the trotting effect of the temple blocks support the creation and
maintenance of pulse.

Unit 7: Form and Structure

Measure

Form

Musical Element

mm.1-12

Introduction

Scored in A-flat major.
Blocked chords in alto
saxophones, cornet 2 &
3, horns, and low brass.
Arpeggiations in upper
woodwinds and cornet
1. Use of sleigh bells to
establish pulse.

Other Events

mm. 13 - 28 (featured
in repeat)

A

Melody in flute, oboe,
clarinet, and bells.

mm. 29-40 (featured
in repeat)

B

Modulation through CMajor and B-flat Major.
Melodic responsibility
in flute, oboe, clarinets,
and alto saxophone.

mm. 41-44 (featured
in repeat)

Transition

Reestablishment of key
to A-flat major

mm. 45-S8 (featured
in repeat. "To Coda"
appears at mm. S8)

A'

mm. 59-62
mm. 63-90

Transition
C

mm. 91-98

Transition

mm. 99-102

Truncated repeat of
introductory material
Coda

Melodic responsibility
to alto saxophones and
cornets. Addition of
alternating bass and
snare drum to create
bombastic effect.
Dynamic marking
changes to forte
throughout.
Modulation
Melody alternates
between groupings of
flute/clarinets/cornets,
and clarinets/alto
saxophones. Frequent
dynamic changes,
including piano to forte
crescendos and
sforzando-piano.
Modulation to return
to original key
D.S. al Coda to return
to A section (mm. 13)
Final statement of

mm.103-106

Harmonic
support in alto
saxophones and
baritone, with
syncopated
chords in horns.
Sleigh bells
continue.
Introduction of
"trotting" from
temple blocks.
Harmonic
support from
muted cornets,
horns, and
baritone.

Upper
woodwinds trill
on diatonic
chords, changing
each beat,
augmenting
harmonic support
in horns and low
brass.
Harmonic
support provided
by oboe, horns,
and low brass.
Reintroduction of
temple blocks.

mm.107-112

blocked diatonic chords
with staggered
entrances throughout
ensemble, with
baritone pedal tone.
Ensemble wide piano
to forte crescendo.
Solo cornet horse
whinny, followed by
final "trot" of temple
blocks and whip. Last
measure features
unison concert A-flat
across ensemble played
as two marcato quarter
notes on beat 1.

Harmonic
support provided
sustained
diatonic chord in
clarinets, alto
saxophones,
horns, and
trombones.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Anderson, Leroy; Irish Suite
Recorded on Teaching Music Through Performance in Band, Vol. 9 (Grades 4 & 5). North
Texas Wind Symphony, conducted by Eugene Migliaro Corporon. GIA WindWorks
GIACD-945, 2013.
Anderson, Leroy; Sleigh Ride
Recorded on Leroy Anderson Classical Juke Box. The Boston Pops, conducted by Arthur
Fiedler. HNH International, 2002
Ployhar, James; Korean Folk Song Medley
Recorded on Teaching Music Through Performance in Band, Vol. 2 (Grades 2 & 3).
North Texas Wind Symphony, conducted by Eugene Migliaro Corporon. GIA WindWorks
GIACD-446-1999

Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
"Biography." Leroy Anderson: American Composer of Light Concert Music. Accessed April 11,
2018. http://www.leroyanderson.com/biography.php
"James Ployhar." Alfred Music. Accessed April 11, 2018.
http://www.alfredpub.com/Company/Authors/James%20Ployhar. aspx
Anderson, Leroy/Arr. Ployhar, James D. Sleigh Ride. Alfred. 1948, 1980.
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Snow (Yuki)
Robert Buckley

(1946 - )
Unit 1: Composer

Robert Buckley, a native of Brighton, England, made the move to Vancouver, Canada at the age
of nine, and quickly began his musical training. He began studying piano and composition, and
shortly thereafter took up saxophone, clarinet, and flute. His formal education includes studies
in composition, conducting, and arranging at the University of Washington and the University of
British Columbia. He has also studied composition privately with Hubert Klyne Headley. As a
composer of Wind Band music, Buckley was invited to serve as composer in residence at Troy
University, with whom he recorded the album Continuum in 2011. Additionally, Buckley has
conducted, composed, and arranged for popular artists including Michael Buble, Bryan Adams,
and Celine Dion, television networks including The Disney Channel, ABC, Fox, and CBS, and
ceremonial music for the Olympic Games in Calgary and Vancouver, as well as collaborating on
the opening ceremonies of the FIFA World Cup with Cirque du Soleil. 1
Unit 2: Composition

Based on the traditional Japanese children's song Yuki, Snow combines this endearing folk
melody with additional original melodic material to create a holiday medley suitable for young
bands. Instrumentation includes unison wind parts, and passes melodic responsibility between
sections in order to highlight a variety of timbres and registers throughout the ensemble.
Snow is well suited for developing bands. Instrumentation is standard, with no split parts, and a
combined low brass section of trombone, baritone, and optional bassoon. An optional piano
part is also included for rehearsal purposes. Duration is approximately 2:15.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective

A contemporary piece, composed in 2017, Snow hearkens traditional Japanese folk melodies,
while introducing additional original work to the arrangement. Utilizing folksongs as source
material for young wind band compositions is a relatively common practice. Traditional
folksongs from around the globe have been set for developing bands by respected composers
and arrangers such as Anne McGinty (African Folk Trilogy, Japanese Folk Trilogy, Chippewa
Lullaby), Michael Story (Two Appalachian Songs, Sakura, Oskildar), and Andrew Balent (Little
Brazil Suite}. Introducing students to this practice in their formative playing years prepares
1

"Bob Buckley Productions." Music for Stage and Screen. http://www.bobbuckley.com

them for more challenging settings in the standard repertoire, such as John Barnes Chance's
Variations on a Korean Folk Song, Ralph Vaughan Williams English Folk Song Suite, and Percy
Grainger's Irish Tune from County Derry.

Unit 4: Technical Considerations
The technical demands of Snow are modest. Scored in B-flat Major for young band, technical
proficiencies for each instrument are taken into account, with limited ranges being employed,
clarinets not being required to play above the break, and ample opportunities for musicians to
demonstrate quality tone production in their tessitura. Quarter and eighth note passages are
isolated to nearly all exclusively step-wise motion, reinforcing solid beginner technique.

Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Dynamic contrasts and development are experienced frequently. Students will have the
opportunity to experiment with new techniques such as bell tone creation. Playing in a legato
style is required, while still demanding development of quality staccato and accented
articulations.

Unit 6: Musical Elements

MELODY:
This piece is comprised of two contrasting melodies. The first is the traditional Japanese folk
song Yuki. This melody is passed through instrument groupings throughout the first twenty
measures of music (section A). During this time, each section is granted the opportunity to
showcase their melodic playing abilities, a unique characteristic when applied to sections not
traditionally utilized in lyrical selections for young bands such as low brass (mm. 13). Section B
introduces a secondary ten bar melodic component composed of Buckley's original work.

HARMONY:
Harmony is straightforward, utilizing a typical HV-V progression throughout, with the
occasional vi providing harmonic variety. All sections of the ensemble are able to take turn in
creating harmonic support through sustained bell tone passages. These passages provide
interesting diversity in timbral effect. Rhythmic ostinatos, performed on a fixed pitch also
provide aural variety in addition to harmonic support.

RHYTHM:
The rhythmic elements in this piece are rather simplistic, comprising of durations no less than a
quaver, in both melodic and supporting voices. A quarter, eighth-eighth rhythmic ostinato
appears in supporting voices to supplement forward momentum throughout the A section of
the piece. The use of a variety of cymbal types and sizes and temple blocks in the percussion
section augment rhythmic effect.

Unit 7: Form and Structure

Measure

Form

Musical Element

Other Events

m.1-2

Introduction

Percussion
introduces what
will become
rhythmic ostinato

m. 3-6

Period A, Antecedent
Phrase

B-flat major, half note
bell tones in outlining
tonic and dominant in
clarinet, alto and tenor
sax, trumpet, horn, and
mallets.
Melodic material
presented in flute,
oboe, clarinet, and
trumpet.

m. 7-10

Period A, Consequent
Phrase

m. 11-12

Transition

m. 13-16

Period A', Antecedent
Phrase

m. 17-20

Period A',
Consequent Phrase

m. 21-24

Period B, Antecedent
Phrase

Saxophones and horn
added to melodic
responsibilities
Rhythmic ostinato
introduced in clarinet,
saxes, and horn.
Melodic material
presented in bass
clarinet, baritone
saxophone, and low
brass (m. 13-14), then
flute, upper saxes,
trumpet, and horn (m.
15-16).
Repetition of
consequent phrase,
scored in bass clarinet,
baritone saxophone,
and low brass.
New melodic material
presented in flute,
oboe, alto sax,
trumpet, and mallets

Harmonic
structure
continued with
bell tones by bass
clarinet, saxes,
horn, low brass,
and mallets.
Flutes briefly (m.
9-10) take over
bell tones.
Bell tones
continue in flute,
trumpet, and
mallets.
Rhythmic
ostinato
continues on
tonic in clarinet,
upper saxes, and
horn.

Cou ntermelody
presented in
clarinet. Bell
tones then
rhythmic ostinato
resume in bass
clarinet, low

m. 25-30

Period B, Consequent
Phrase with cadential
extension

Melody in upper
woodwinds and
trumpet.

m. 31-34

Period A",
Antecedent Phrase

Recapitulation of
original melodic
material presented in
flute, oboe, clarinet,
and trumpet.

m. 35-38

Period A",
Consequent Phrase

Recapitulation of
original melodic
material, this time
continued by flute,
clarinet, and trumpet.

m. 39-42

Period B', Antecedent
Phrase

Recapitulation of "B"
section melodic
material presented in
flute, oboe, alto sax,
trumpet, and mallets

m. 43-46

Period B',
Consequent Phrase

Melody in upper
woodwind and
trumpet.

m. 47-49

Cadential extension

m. 50-53

Coda

Extension of B melodic
material passed
through flute, alto sax,
bass clarinet/low
saxes/horn/low brass.
Bell tones resume in
flute, clarinet, alto and
tenor sax, trumpet, and

saxes, horn, and
low brass.
Rhythmic
ostinato in low
woodwinds, horn,
and low brass.
Harmonic
structure
continued with
rhythmic ostinato
by bass clarinet,
saxes, horn, low
brass, and
mallets.
Harmonic
structure
continued with
rhythmic ostinato
by bass clarinet,
saxes, horn, low
brass, and
mallets.
Cou ntermelody
presented in
clarinet. Bell
tones then
rhythmic ostinato
resume in bass
clarinet, low
saxes, horn, and
low brass.
Rhythmic
ostinato in low
woodwinds, horn,
and low brass.

horn. Bass clarinet,
baritone saxophone,
and low brass state
original melodic motif
in penultimate
measure.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening

Yuki, Traditional Japanese snow song
Buckley, Robert:
Echo Lake. Hal Leonard Corporation. 2014. (Beginner)
Fantasy on the Huron Carol. Hal Leonard Corporation. 2014. (Grade 3)
/Reboot Hal Leonard Corporation. 2011. (Grade 4)
Windjammer (voyage aboard a tall ship). Hal Leonard Corporation. 2011. (Grade 3)
McGinty, Anne. Japanese Folk Trilogy. Queenwood Publications. 1996. (Grade 1)
Story, Michael. Sakura (Cherry Blossoms). Alfred Publishing. 1995. (Grade 1)

Unit 9: Additional References and Resources

"Bob Buckley Productions." Music for Stage and Screen. http://www.bobbuckley.com. 2018.
Canadian Music Centre. Bob Buckley. https://www.musiccentre.ca/node/37530/biography. 2018.

Tidings of Comfort and Joy!
Based on God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen

Arr. Michael Story
(1956 - )
Unit 1: Composer
Composer and arranger Michael Story, a native of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, was born on April
27, 1956. He has been writing music under the Alfred publishing label for over 40 years. In that
time, he has amassed more than 1200 original compositions and arrangements for concert,
marching, and jazz bands, as well as orchestras. He has also contributed to numerous band
st
methods, including First Division Bond Course, the Medalist Band Course, and the 21 Century
Band Method. Story holds both Bachelor's and Master's degrees in music education from the
1
University of Houston.
Unit 2: Composition
Tidings of Comfort and Joy! is based on the traditional English Christmas Carol God Rest You
Merry, Gentlemen. Instrumentation is standard for the young band, with divided clarinet and
trumpet parts. Playtime is approximately 2:45. It is categorized as a Grade 2 piece by Alfred
publishers.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
The traditional English carol, God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen, was written as a direct reaction
to the music of the 15th Century Church. Church music during this time period consisted of
primarily Latin texts in somber settings. According to historian Ace Collins,

" ...though few admitted it in public, most church members secretly disliked the
accepted religious songs of the day. Yet the laymen of the time had no power over the
way they worshipped and had to accept things as they were. So, while they continued to
go to worship, they created their own church music outside the walls of the cathedrals
and chapels. In this way, the peasant class led a quiet rebellion against the tone of
religious music by writing religious folks songs that were light, lively and penned in
common language. Their Christmas folk songs became the foundation of what are now
2
known as Christmas carols."
th

God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen was published in the 19 century, and quickly grew in
popularity in the Anglican church. The lyrics, "God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen," in the common
1

Alfred Music, Michael Story, accessed April 14, 2018,
http://www.alfredpub.com/Company/Authors/MichaelStory.aspx

2

Ace Collins, The Stories Behind the Best-Loved Songs of Christmas, accessed May 1, 2018,
http://www. acecollins. com/books/stories beh indch r. htm I

vernacular inferred different meaning than present day. The term "rest," would have meant,
"to make," while "merry" was descriptive of strength and might. Thus, the title phrase,
repeated throughout the song, would have translated to, "God make you mighty, Gentlemen,"
a message of encouragement and strength brought about by the birth of Jesus Christ.
Adaptations of Christmas and other holiday carols is a common practice among composers and
arrangers, as they can often be categorized as traditional folk songs. Traditional holiday and
other folksongs from around the globe have been set for developing bands by respected
composers and arrangers including John O'Reilly (Two English Dances) and Frank Ticheli
(Shenandoah), in addition to many adaptations prepared by Michael Story himself. Introducing
students to this practice early prepares them for more challenging settings in the standard
repertoire, including works by Percy Grainger (Irish Tune From County Derry) and Ralph Vaughn
Williams (English Folk Song Suite).
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
While Tidings of Comfort and Joy! is relatively free of technical complications, staying within a
very comfortable playing range for young students, they will need to be adept at playing in
minor modes. This includes altered sixth and seventh scale degrees, which will involve alternate
fingering choices throughout the woodwind section. Additionally, per the arranger's notes,
students must be able to successfully complete four measure phrases in a legato style,
requiring increased abilities in breath control technique.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Tidings of Comfort and Joy! will require students to play with a variety of stylistic qualities. The

opening section should be played in a full, legato and connected style. Measure 19 sees a
transition to a much lighter, disconnected stylistic interpretation, as evidenced by the
introduction of staccato articulations.
Unit 6: Musical Elements

MELODY:
The melodic material presented in Tidings of Comfort and Joy! is directly quoted from the
traditional English carol, God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen. This simple five phrase song is
presented in a multitude of stylistic interpretations, yet the core melodic material remains the
same.

HARMONY:
The piece begins inc-minor, with a modulation to d-minor occurring in mm. 34. Harmonic
progression is limited to diatonic chords in the minor mode. Harmonies are often created by
playing of simpler rhythmic motifs in longer durations. Of interesting merit, Story ends the
piece utilizing the Picardy third, creating a joyful shift in the final moments of music.

RHYTHM:
Tidings of Comfort and Joy! is scored in common time throughout. Most rhythmic figures are
composed of half, quarter, and eighth durations, with sixteenth note passages used sparingly,
and only melodically. Rhythmic motion is simple in supporting harmonic voices, frequently
utilizing a steady half-quarter-quarter pattern. There are few instances of syncopation. Opening
tempo is andante, with a metronome marking of quarter note equal to 88 bpm, and remains
consistent throughout the piece with the exception of a slight ritardando in measure 18
(resolving to a tempo in the following measure), and a more dramatic slowing occurring over
the final four measures of music.

Unit 7: Form and Structure
Measure

Form

Musical Element

Other Events

mm.1-4

A

Melodic material A
presented by bassoon,
bass clarinet, baritone
saxophone, baritone,
and tuba. Legato and
lyrical.
Melodic material A
continued by low
voices.

Countermelody
introduced by
clarinet 1 & 2.

mm. 5-8

mm. 9-12

Melodic material A
transferred to trumpet

1.

mm. 13-18

Melody played by flute
and trumpet 1.

Harmonic
support from alto
and tenor
saxophones,
trumpet, horn,
and trombone.
Entrance of
suspended
cymbal roll at
mm.11.
All wind voices
are now present,
creating a thick
harmonic
support. Poco
Ritardando in
mm.18.

mm.19-20

Transition

mm. 21-24

A'

mm. 25-26

Rhythmic imitation
between group of
bassoon, alto
saxophone, tenor
saxophone, horns,
trombone, baritone
and tambourine, and
bass clarinet, baritone
saxophone, and tuba.
Melody played by flute,
oboe, clarinets, and
xylophone.

Melody presented in
passed off solo sections
(2 beats each) in
trumpet, clarinet, and
alto saxophone.
Melody returned to
flutes, oboe, clarinet
section, and trumpet
section.

mm. 27-29

mm. 30-33

Transition

mm. 34-41

A"

Modulation to d minor
occurs by use of
melodic transition
material in clarinets,
alto saxophones, and
horn.
Melody played by
trumpet section.

Continuation of
rhythmic material
introduced in
mm. 19-20 from
bassoon, bass
clarinet,
saxophones,
horn, low brass,
and tambourine.

Harmonic
support provided
by bassoon,
saxophones,
horn, and ow
brass.
Introduction of
snare drum and
suspended
cymbal.

Countermelody,
loosely based on
mm. 30-33
transition

material,
presented by
flute, oboe, and
clarinet 1.
mm. 42-45

Melodic responsibility
to clarinet 1 and
trumpet 1
Melodic responsibility
expanded to include
flute, oboe, and
mallets.

mm. 46-51

mm. 52-54

Coda

Countermelody
presented by alto
and tenor
saxophones, and
horn.

rd

Picardy 3 established
by raised tone in
bassoon, clarinet 2,
tenor saxophone,
trumpet 2, and
baritone.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Grainger, Percy: Irish Tune from County Derry
Vaughn Williams, Ralph: English Folk Song Suite
Recorded on Teaching Music Through Performance in Band, Volume 1, Grade 4. North
Texas Wind Symphony, conducted by Eugene Migliaro Corporon. GIA WindWorks
GIACD-490, 2001.
Hazo, Samuel R.: Rest (Mvmt. II of Minnesota Portraits)
Recorded on The Concert Works of Samuel R. Hazo, Volume 1. Hal Leonard
HL04003011,
O'Reilly, John: Two English Dances
Recorded on Teaching Music Through Performance in Beginning Band, Volume 1.
University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee Wind Ensemble, conducted by Thomas Dvorak. GIA
WindWorks GIACD-485, 2001.
Ticheli, Frank: Shenandoah
Recorded on Teaching Music Through Pe,formance in Band, Volume 4, Grades 2 & 3.
North Texas Wind Symphony, conducted by Eugene Migliaro Corporon. GIA WindWorks
GIACD-552, 2003.

Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
Ace Collins, The Stories Behind the Best-Loved Songs of Christmas, accessed May 1, 2018,
http://www.acecollins.com/books/storiesbehindchr.html

Alfred Music, Michael Story, accessed April 14, 2018,
http://www.alfredpub.com/Company/Authors/MichaelStory.aspx
Arr. Story, Michael. Tidings of Comfort and Joy! Based on God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen.
Alfred Music, 2013.

Music from WICKED
Stephen Schwartz
(b. 1948)
Arr. Michael Sweeney
(b.1952)
Unit 1: Composer & Arranger

Stephen Schwartz was born in New York City on March 6, 1948. While in high school, he studied
piano and composition at the Julliard School of Music. After graduating from Carnegie Mellon
University with a B.F.A. degree in drama, he returned to New York and began work on his
Broadway career. In addition to Wicked, which opened in 2003, Mr. Schwartz's Broadway
composition credits include music and lyrics for Pippin, Godspell, and The Magic Show. He has
also contributed to film with collaborations on the animated features Pocahontas, The
Hunchback of Notre Dame, and Enchanted. During his career, he has been awarded three
Grammy Awards, three Academy Awards, and has been granted a star on the Hollywood Walk
of Fame. Schwartz's professional affiliations include serving on the board of ASCAP and
membership in the Council of the Dramatists' Guild. 1
Arranger Michael Sweeney earned a bachelor's degree in Music Education from Indiana
University, where he also studied composition. Upon graduation, he spent five years as a public
school music educator. He began his composition and arranging career with the Hal Leonard
Publishing Corporation in 1982, and currently serves as the director of band publications. To
date, the company has published over 500 of his compositions and arrangements. Sweeney is
best known for his works for young concert and jazz bands. His composition credits include
Ancient Voices, The Forge of Vulcan, and /mperium. He has received commissions at all levels,
ranging from middle and high school bands to The Canadian Brass and the Eastman Wind
2
Ensemble.
Unit 2: Composition

Music from WICKED is a medley featuring some of the most iconic music from the hit Broadway
production Wicked. Selections include No One Mourns The Wicked, Dancing Through Life,
Defying Gravity, and For Good. Instrumentation is standard for the advancing middle school or
young high school band, including three clarinet parts, and two parts for alto saxophones and
trumpets. Performance time is approximately 4 minutes and 55 seconds. The piece is graded as
a Level 2 by publisher Hal Leonard.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective

Wicked asserts to reveal the other side of the story of the witches of Oz, created in L. Frank
Bau m's novel, "The Wizard of Oz." Based on Gregory Maguire's 1995 novel, "Wicked: The Life
1
2

http://www.stephenschwartz.com/about/full-bio/
https://www.halleonard.com/biographyDisplay.do ?id=l 74&su bsiteid=l

and Times of the Wicked Witch of the West," Stephen Schwartz's Wicked premiered on
Broadway on October 8, 2003, and has run continuously at the Gershwin Theater. Numerous
national and international travelling productions have also been produced. Wicked features the
story of two witches, Elphaba, better known as the Wicked Witch of the West, and Galinda,
who later becomes known as Glinda the Good Witch. The plot includes their growth as they
struggle through personality conflict, rivalry in love, their reactions to the Wizard's corrupt
government, and what will eventually become Elphaba's fall from grace.
Unit 4: Technical Considerations

Music from WICKED provides ample technical challenges for young musicians to master, as
melodic parts are written to emulate lyrical speech patterns. Instrument ranges fall within the
acceptable spectrum for advanced middle school and emerging high school musicians.
Challenges are presented in the form of frequent time, tempo, and key changes, as well as
shifting melodic responsibilities throughout. The addition of a drum set part provides an
opportunity for growth of percussionists.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations

Students should become familiar with playing music in a Broadway style. This includes the
transfer of sung lyrics to notated melodic lines. Careful attention should be paid to ensuring all
articulations are executed as written, as these are often indicative of the original lyrical
material. Additionally, adherence to dynamic and tempo markings will be essential to
maintaining the integrity of the source material.
Unit 6: Musical Elements

MELODY:
Music from WICKED presents melodic material from four featured musical selections. Each
melody is clearly written and authentic to the original source material. Often introduced by a
single instrument, melodic interest is grown through doubling of parts as each selection
progresses. Melodic responsibility is evenly distributed throughout the ensemble, offering each
group the opportunity to present the material at some point.

HARMONY:
Harmonically, Music from WICKED presents musicians with the opportunity to play in a variety
of keys, while remaining predominantly diatonic in harmonic structure. The piece begins in Bflat Major. The second selection, Dancing Through Life is presented in F Major. A return to Bflat Major is realized for Defying Gravity. Finally, a modulation to A-flat Major occurs with the
presentation of For Good, and the remainder of the piece.

RHYTHM:
The greatest rhythmic challenge presented in Music from WICKED comes from frequently
shifting meters and tempos. In the introductory eight measures of music, six meter changes
occur, travelling through 4/4, 3/4, and 2/4. Interestingly, nearly identical material is presented
in the closing of the piece, but is realized through hemiola rather than changes in time

signature. Dictated tempos range from 76 bpm to 144 bpm. Notated rhythms of melodic
material are aimed at achieving accuracy to the rhythm of lyrics, and can be challenging.
Syncopation is used frequently throughout, as well.

Unit 7: Form and Structure
Measure

Form

Musical Element

Other Events

No One Mourns The Wicked

mm.1-8

Introduction

Fanfare in B-flat Major,
continuously changing
meter (4/4, ¾, 2/4) in
three measure phrases.
Melody in clarinets,
tenor sax, horn, and
trombone

mm. 9-15

A

mm.16-24

A'

Melody transferred to
alto saxophone,
trumpets, and horn.

mm. 25- 35

B

mm.36-39

Transition

Melody in flute, oboe,
clarinet 1, and alto
saxes.
Transition to Dancing
Through Life.
Modulation to F Major.

Melodic echo in
flutes, tenor
saxophone, and
trombone.

Dancing Through Life

mm. 40-43

Introduction

mm. 44-51

A

mm. 52-53

A

Melodic pattern in alto
saxophones
Melody in tenor
saxophone, trombone,
and baritone.
Transition to tutti in
pyramid build, two beat
intervals.

Harmonic
support in flute,
oboe,and
clarinets.
Crescendo
throughout
ensemble,
entrance of drum
set groove.

A'

Melody in trumpets.

mm. 62-65

Transition

mm. 66-73

A

Modulation to F Major.
Introduction of
thematic material in
bassoon, clarinets, low
saxophones, horn, and
low brass.
Melody in clarinets and
alto saxophones.

mm. 74-82

B

Melody in clarinets and
horns.

mm. 83-90

A'

Melody from flute,
oboe, clarinets, and
trumpet

mm. 91-94

B'

Melody in alto
saxophones and horn.

mm. 54-61

Countermelody in
flutes, oboe,
clarinets, and alto
saxophones.

Defying Gravity

mm. 95-99

mm.100-108

For Good

C

Melody transferred to
flute, oboe, clarinet 1
and 2.
Melodic material in
trumpets.

Harmonic
support through
whole notes in
low woodwinds,
horn, and tuba.
Accelerando and
crescendo to
"driving rock."
Harmonic
support in
bassoon, alto and
bass clarinet,
saxophone
section, horn, and
low brass.
Countermelody in
tenor saxophone
and trombone.

Harmonic
support from
oboe, bassoon,
clarinets,
saxophone
section, and low
brass.
Countermelodic
line from flutes.

mm. 109-111

Transition

mm.112-120

A

mm.121-131

A'

mm.132-135

Coda

mm.136-143

Modulation to A-flat
Major. Tempo change
to "Gently," 76 bpm
Melodic material
presented by flutes

Melodic responsibility
transferred to trumpets

Harmonic
support from
clarinets, with
saxophones
added at mm.
115
Echo of melodic
line from flute,
oboe, clarinet 1,
and alto
saxophones.
Harmonic
support from
remainder of
ensemble.

Recapitulation of
opening material,
without changing
meters.
Texture changes by
measure from flute,
oboe, clarinets, alto
saxophones, trumpets,
and horn, to bassoon,
alto and bass clarinet,
tenor and baritone
saxophone, trombone,
baritone, and tuba. In
final measure, high
voices do not release
with addition of low
voices, so that entire
ensemble is playing
final chord.

Unit 8: Suggested listening
Schwartz, Stephen. No One Mourns the Wicked, Dancing Through Life, Defying Gravity, For
Good.
Recorded on Wicked: 2003 Original Broadway Cast. Verve Records B0000TB01 Y, 2003.

I

Sweeney, Michael. Ancient Voices.
Recorded on Teaching Music Through Performance in Band, Vol. 1 (Grades 2 & 3). North
Texas Wind Symphony, conducted by Eugene Migliaro Corporon. GIA WindWorks
GIACD-418. 1998
Sweeney, Michael. March of the Romans
Recorded on Teaching Music Through Performance in Middle School Band. Lone Star
Wind Orchestra and North Texas Wind Symphony, conducted by Eugene Migliaro
Corporon. GIA WindWorks GIA-CD 963. 2014

Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
"Full Bio." Stephen Schwartz. Accessed May 5, 2018
http:ljwww.stephenschwartz.com/about/full-bio/
"Michael Sweeney." Hal Leonard. Accessed May 5, 2018.
https://www.halleonard.com/biographyDisplay. do ?id-17 4&subsiteid-1
Schwartz, Stephen/Arr. Sweeney, Michael. Music from WICKED (No One Mourns the Wicked,
Dancing Through Life, Defying Gravity, For Good). Milwaukee, WI: Hal Leonard
Corporation. 2005.

